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ABSTRACT
The focus of my study is the creation of a special topics American literature or Women’s
Studies course about the women writers of the Beat Generation; this course provides students
with a variety of explorations of women’s writing during and after Post World War II America.
This period saw many changes in terms of women’s roles as they challenged the mid-20th
century societal constructs. My research examines the women Beat writers by centering on their
distinct women’s discourse and how their voices challenged the patriarchally-driven canon of
Beat Generation writers. To accomplish this task, my research focuses on expanding the Beat
Generation literary canon beyond the male Beats by creating a digital archive of the women
writers of the Beat Generation. As a feminist digital humanities project, this Women Writers of
the Beat Generation Omeka website can be used as a resource for undergraduate students to
research the work of these women writers and, as a result, elevate the women’s prominence in
the Beat literary canon. While the women are no longer a postscript in Beat Generation
scholarship, the curriculum I developed for undergraduate students expands the general notion of
Beat Generation writers usually covered in literature survey courses and exposes students to the
Beat women’s texts. The scholarship done in the past that brought the women’s work to the
forefront has not always impacted undergraduate teaching, and this Women Writers of the Beat
Generation website and the focused curriculum provides students have a new way to discover the
women Beats’ work. This dissertation discusses how the Open Educational Resource materials
including the interface, digital database, metadata, and the Omeka website can assist
undergraduate students studying the women writers of the Beat Generation. Using open-source
software called Omeka, this project’s website provides a single space to research the work of the
women Beat writers, elevating the women’s importance in the Beat literary canon.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
The Beat Generation started with a group of young male American writers who came
together in the late 1940s. Influenced by the context of post-World War II America, this group of
writers gave voice to a generation of nonconformists. While there were many women Beat
writers who were pursuing their creative passions alongside the men, when the Beat Generation
is taught in contemporary American literature classes, the curriculum usually focuses on the
prominent male authors of that literary period. However, Ronna Johnson argues,
the integration of writing by women into topographies of Beat literature
defamiliarizes its masculinist discourses, exposes gendered assumptions about the
feminine, and deconstructs its literary representations of women, showing ways in
which male-authored Beat literature deliberately and inaccurately restricted
women to ‘everyday practices,’ and the way the women writers parlayed these
gendered restrictions into a Beat art of their own. (Johnson, “Mapping” 19)
The aesthetics of the writings of the women of the Beat Generation confronted the cultural norms
of domesticity and their lifestyles defied societal norms of white, middle class, American, postwar women.
This dissertation examines the women writing during the Beat Generation, focusing on
their distinct women’s discourse, and challenges the patriarchally-driven canon of Beat writers.
This research focuses on expanding the Beat Generation literary canon beyond the male Beats by
creating a feminist digital humanities project as an interactive space for information about the
women writers of the Beat Generation to reside. Using open-source software called Omeka, this
project’s website can be used as a resource for undergraduate American literature or Women’s
Studies students. Both the Omeka website and the curriculum were developed as Open
1

Educational Resources (OER) providing course materials for teaching, learning and research that
are free to use, reuse, and remix. Creating a single space to research the work of the women
writers of the Beat Generation will elevate the women’s prominence in the Beat literary canon.
Creating a digital bibliography that houses metadata about the women Beat texts allows for easy
searchability in a sustainable/relational space, giving both public and academic audiences the
ability to explore the work of the women writers of the Beat Generation. The purpose of this
research is to reinvigorate the critical tradition of Beat Generation scholarship and reexamine the
feminist treatment of the period while pointing out how writing by women Beat writers reveals a
distinct women’s discourse.
The first piece of my project is this written dissertation that provides context for the
digital part of the project along with the curriculum for an undergraduate American literature or
Women’s Studies special topics course. This written piece both describes how the digital project
was created and analyzes how the writings of the women Beats challenge hegemonic discourse
of 1950s America. I demonstrate through their texts how they were resisting prescribed gender
norms by establishing literary careers while also balancing their domestic space and family. Both
the digital and textual part of the project began by specifically researching women Beats’
writing; then I did close readings of their texts to develop a working theory of their distinctive
women’s discourse as the focus of curriculum for American literature or Women’s Studies
undergraduate students.
Post War America
At the end of World War II, America emerged as a world superpower, leading to more
affluence for many Americans. Patriotism brought much of the country together in a
reinvigorated manner and consumerism drove the new economy. Many Americans had a restored
2

belief in the nation and “Americans came to accept spending and accumulation as markers of
their national culture and rituals of citizenship” (McGovern 183). After the Great Depression and
World War II, suburban Americans were ready to return to a life of domestic normalcy (Belgrad
232). More Americans, usually white, middle-class Americans, were encouraged to move to the
suburbs into communities like Levittown, a crafted development of cookie cutter-like homes
where the idea of suburbia reflected the post war conformity. In 1949, William J. Levitt created a
prototype of what Long Island suburbanization would look like after World War II. Levittown
was developed for whites only as clearly stated in the original contracts. In Clause 25 of the
contract to buy a house in Levittown, the discrimination was explicit, as the homes could not “be
used or occupied by any person other than members of the Caucasian race” (Lambert). The
clause was eventually removed, but the racial divide in suburban Long Island was not. Each
home had identical floorplans and homeowners were encouraged to keep their small plots of
property neat and well landscaped. The federal government subsidized the suburbanization of
America through tax breaks for white homeowners, mortgage insurance that allowed affordable
payment plans, and a new interstate highway system. This newly engineered prosperity of “mass
middle-class” suburbia came to symbolize the rewards of the American way of life.
Constructed communities of similar houses created a new ideal for mostly white, middleclass Americans where the women were encouraged to stay home and raise a family. Many
women ended up in the suburbs in their perfect Levitt houses raising two or more children.
Prescribed gender roles of the period were geared towards the one-income family where the man
went to work and the woman stayed home to raise the children, together creating the perfect
picture of suburbia with houses lined with white picket fences and one or two new cars in the
driveway. Many white, middle-class children came home from school to mothers who oversaw
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homework, snacks, and playtime while making sure dinner was ready when her husband came
home from a hard day at work. A typical day for many of the white, middle-class housewives
included getting the children off to school, housekeeping, meeting other wives for coffee
klatches, meal planning, and sharing recipes, but some started to wonder if there was more to life
or was this it?
Betty Friedan argues that total satisfaction with the roles of homemaker, wife, and mother
is a myth. She reveals:
the new mystique makes the housewife-mothers, who never had a chance to be
anything else, the model for all women; it presupposes that history has reached a
final and glorious end in the here and now, as far as women are concerned.
Beneath the sophisticated trappings, it simply makes certain concrete, finite,
domestic aspects of feminine existence – as it was lived by other women whose
lives were confined, by necessity, to cooking, cleaning, washing, bearing children
– into a religion, a pattern by which all women must now live or deny their
femininity (Friedan 36).
Some middle class, white American women did not want the lives their mothers led but sought to
carve out something more for themselves. In defiance of the typical postwar societal norm of
middle-class, white America, some women left their parents’ home before marriage and pursued
their creative dreams.
The Beat Generation
During this time a group of writers created work that challenged American values of
consumerism, politics, and sexual normativity. These writers are known as The Beat Generation
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and are mostly equated with male iconic writers Allen Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac, and Williams S.
Burroughs, though many women writers of the period such as Diane di Prima, Anne Waldman,
Joanne Kyger, Joyce Johnson, Elise Cowan, and others were also participating by writing in a
Beat aesthetic. Beat Generation writers resided in the run-down neighborhoods of New York
City and the beach communities of San Francisco. Along with writers, these communities also
housed painters and intellectuals, and the standards of camaraderie and a sense of community
was a main draw for artists looking to confront the norm. In his New York Magazine essay, “This
is the Beat Generation,” John Clellon Holmes defines Beat Generation, saying:
its members have an instinctive individuality, needing no bohemianism, or
imposed eccentricity to express it. Brought up during the collective bad
circumstances of a dreary depression, weaned during the collective uprooting of a
global war, they distrust collectivity. But they have never been able to keep the
world out of their dreams. (Holmes)
Beat Generation poetry evolved in the 1940s and came to prominence in 1955 when a poetry
reading was held at the 6 Gallery in San Francisco featuring Kenneth Rexroth as master of
ceremonies, and poets Gary Snyder, Phillip Whalen, Michael McClure, Phillip Lamantia, and
Allen Ginsberg read their work. The theme of the evening revolved around the idea of what
Michael McClure describes as one of hating “the war and the inhumanity and the coldness. The
country had a feeling of martial law…as artists we were oppressed and indeed the people of the
nations were oppressed” (McClure 12). From this public reading, a new poetry was exemplified.
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Beat Aesthetics/Influences
Beat culture grew out of the effects of the Great Depression and World War II and was
aided by the post-World War II economic boom. During this era, industrialism, consumerism,
and conformity were rampant, which these artists contested through their voices of dissent.
Overall, the Beat literary tradition can be understood as: “an avant-garde arts movement and
bohemian subculture” (Belletto 3). During this era, Beat writers set out to create a poetics that
was nonconformist and free from convention.
Many Beat poets were influenced by previous writers whose work also explored the
current state of America in their era. Writers like Walt Whitman, Emily Dickinson, and Henry
David Thoreau created texts that challenged the American consciousness in the 19th century. In
her first section of “Poems to Fernando,” Beat writer Janine Pommy Vega demonstrates a
“delicacy and sensitivity of spirit and language that resonates with the compact, fragmented,
intimate, oblique styles and sensibilities of other modernist women writers like Emily
Dickinson” (Hemmer 262). Walt Whitman’s influential poetic lineage can be traced through
many modern American poets like William Carlos Williams, Hart Crane, Sharon Doubiago, and
Allen Ginsberg. For example, Kurt Hemmer asserts: “as a poet who saw himself to be a 20th
century heir of Whitman’s visionary voice” (90), Ginsberg pays homage to Whitman in poems
like “Supermarket in California” where “the poem opens with the speaker dreaming of Walt
Whitman on his walk to the supermarket” (Hemmer 141). Using long lines founded on length of
breath in free style verse, there are many connections to Whitman in Beat poetry. Other
influences of Beat Generation poetics came from Romantic writers Henry David Thoreau, Ralph
Waldo Emerson, and Percy Bysshe Shelley. In “What the Beats Learned from Modernism,”
Nancy M. Grace argues that the modernists who influenced the Beat writers include Williams,
T.S. Eliot, Ezra Pound, and others, noting that “the list barely scratches the surface but
6

nonetheless reflects the larger scope of Beat ancestries and intersections conjoining the men and
women” (Grace, “Literary” 70-71). Beyond the impact of modernism, other forms of art also
influenced the Beat writers like Dadaism, Imagism, and Surrealism, along with the inspiration
from Abstract Expressionist painters. The women Beat writers brought to their writings the
influences of Mina Loy, Gertrude Stein, and Virginia Woolf, as Grace points out, “echoing in
poetry and fiction the white, middle-to-upper-class feminist rhetoric of the Anglo-American
suffragist tradition emphasizing economic and legal equality and the right of a woman to control
her own body” (Grace, “Literary”72). Overall, “no single line of influence culminates in Beat
poetics. More accurately, Beat figures and aesthetics exist within a complex web or honeycomb
of literary traditions” (Grace, “Literary” 70).
From all these inspirations Beat Generation writers developed what they called a “new
vision.” Tracing its beginnings to Allen Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac, and Lucien Carr, these writers
“talked about the ‘New Vision’ and the ‘New Consciousness.’ Their new vision was a
declaration that would proclaim radical approaches to making art, writing prose, and penning
poetry, a gospel that preached anti-establishment positions and unconventional solutions to the
creative process” (Warner 9). In a letter Jack Kerouac wrote to Allen Ginsberg, he reveals: “I
prefer the new vision in terms of art – I believe, I smugly cling to the belief, that art is the
potential ultimate. Out of the humankind materials of art, I tell myself, the new vision springs”
(Kerouac, Letters 83). Ginsberg recounts the beginnings of the New Vision: “it comes out of
Spengler's Decline of the West, which speaks of the end of the culture and the beginning of the
high civilization” (Watson 39). The term carried “overtones of youth with its inexperienced
beliefs and of the avant-garde which used ‘new' to evoke modernity. The new vision assumed the
death of square morality and replaced that meaning with belief in creativity” (Watson 39).
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Kerouac used common vernacular and “was the innovator of big literature’s distinctive poetics.
His legacy of associational composition techniques and hybrid forms – African American styles
of culture, language, and music amalgamated with the European literary ones – reflects his
ambition both to join established literary tradition and to also reinvent it” (Hemmer 174). More
specifically, Nancy M. Grace emphasizes that as an “inheritor of the early American romantic
tradition,” Kerouac “also embraced forms and voices long associated with the folk, the illiterate,
the unschooled, the maniacal, the terrifying, the spiritual and the sectarian” (Grace, Kerouac 17).
To Kerouac, the voices of downtrodden Americans and folk heroes like Johnny Appleseed were
reflected in his writings echoing the folk aspects of American literature.
The Beat writings pushed the boundaries of traditional academia and what was deemed as
acceptable literature. Part of this was content, touching on taboo subjects of open sexuality,
interracial relationships, and homosexuality. The Beat writers also defied literary formalism and
with the publication of Allen Ginsberg’s Howl and Other Poems, the idea of what was
considered “literature” allowed for new forms. Spontaneous, authentic, and experimental, with
uninterrupted flow, the key characteristics of Beat literature developed from their use of
language. One characteristic of Beat writing is how language advances through the spontaneous
free flow of words and in performance; it can be very staccato and improvised. Another trait of
Beat writing is how these writers “transform the details of everyday life, snatches of remembered
conversations, and personal friends into the highly idiosyncratic narratives that sometimes
seemed to have been dictated from an uncensored consciousness” (Watson 5). Their works also
developed slang that came from the influences of jazz musicians, drug users, homosexuals,
hipsters, and African Americans, lending these influences to the rhythms and cadences of their
writing.
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Beat scholar Ronna Johnson defines Beat as a “spontaneous composition, direct
expression of mind, no censorious revision, jazz-based improvisation; or factualism, cut-up,
surrealism; or first-thought-best-thought, cataloguing piled-up images, following breath line,
prophetic utterance” (Johnson, Girls 2). Male Beat writers were influenced by many jazz
performers who they considered cool. According to Joel Dinerstein, “the word and concept
of ‘cool’ first surfaced in the postwar African American jazz vernacular as an emblematic word
synonymous with ‘relaxed intensity.’ A cool person projected a charismatic self-possession that
was both ‘low-key and high-wattage’” (Dinerstein 12-13). Jazz influences on the male Beat
writers included Charlie Parker, Miles Davis, Thelonious Monk, and others. Richard Quinn, in
“Jack Kerouac, Charlie Parker, and the Poetics of Beat Improvisation,” reiterates: “in Parker’s
music, Kerouac discovered a literary method with enigmatic forces that empowered him (and his
readers) to engage in processes of active meaning-making while experiencing depths of
significant feeling postwar life seems in capable of providing” (Quinn 152). For Kerouac, the
typewriter was his instrument used to create his own score of spontaneous bop prosody, which,
as Nancy M. Grace states, is “equating essentialist truth with personal honesty through free,
unpremeditated flow of sound – a construct that, rightly or wrongly, still dominates definitions of
Beat literature” (Grace, Kerouac, 164). Jazz and jazz improvisation influenced Beat writing in
terms of the feeling of spontaneity and rhythm:
A jazz solo is a second nature meditation on certain chord changes, and individual
nonverbal statement declared in musical language. A jazz solo happens in real
time and it is affected by the musician’s mood and mental state, but it is never a
matter of raw emotion; it has much to do with restraint as expression – this is a
key factor. (Belgrad 246)
9

Similarly, Kerouac’s use of the space dash as a natural space to pause was similar to a jazz
musician drawing breath between riffs. Simon Warner, in Kerouac on Record, affirms: “in time,
for a writer like Kerouac, however, jazz would become more than just a symbolic force. He
would aim, particularly in his 1950s output, to emulate the very rhythmic shapes, the actual
syntax, of those ground-breaking and influential jazz stylists – like Parker, Lester Young, Lee
Konitz – to whom he was so drawn” (Warner 10). In Kerouac’s own “Essentials of Spontaneous
Prose,” he reveals his process: “sketching language is undisturbed flow from the mind of
personal secret idea-words, blowing (as per jazz musician) on subject of image” and “No periods
separating sentence- structures already arbitrarily riddled by force: and timid usually needless
commas – but the vigorous space dash– separating rhetorical breathing (as jazz musician
drawing breath between outblown phrases) — measured pauses which are the essentials of our
speech” (Warner 395). Regina Weinreich claims that “Ginsberg uses a jazz aesthetic comparable
to the use of jazz in Kerouac’s ‘blowing,’ as Kerouac puts it in his long, breathless lines” (59).
This new ease of flow of writing did not only influence the men writers, but women writers of
the period as well. The openness of a jazz improvisation was echoed in the open verse uttered
within a breath, but this is not all that defines a Beat aesthetic.
Beyond jazz, many Beat writers, especially Allen Ginsberg, were greatly influenced by
writer Charles Olson and his idea about projective verse, which is described as open verse
replacing traditional closed poetic forms. Form was now open and each line was based on breath
and utterance. Olson believed that a closed form poem was limiting, and that form should reflect
the energy in the words and images created by the verse. Content influenced form, not the other
way around. Ginsberg, influenced by Olson’s “Projective Verse” and Whitman’s long lines of
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free verse he called ‘strophes, created specific American sounding cadences that blended with his
collage-type images (Weinreich 59).
There are many themes explored in Beat Generation writing including a curiosity into
consciousness and spiritual thought, creativity, alienation, sexuality, freedom and journey,
intertextuality, and community. Through their spiritual curiosities, Buddhism became an
influence on Beat writers as a way of exploring spiritual themes of consciousness. According to
the Four Noble Truths of Buddhism, the main principles include suffering, which is real and
almost universal. Suffering is due to attachment and the desire to have and control things. There
is an end to suffering and attachment can be overcome. The suffering ends when the mind
experiences complete freedom, liberation and non-attachment and letting go of any desire or
craving (“Buddhist Core Values”). Many Beat writers were practicing Buddhists to varying
degrees. Jack Kerouac’s Catholic upbringing and Ginsberg’s Jewish heritage were both
foundations that were enhanced through their Buddhist explorations. P.J. Johnson claims:
“Kerouac encouraged his older friends to become interested in Buddhism, with Burroughs
advising Kerouac against the new religion and Ginsberg eventually exploring Buddhism after
initial reluctance” (Johnston 173). According to Tony Trigilio, “Ginsberg questioned the
seriousness of his own Buddhist commitment, often describing himself as a ‘flaky Buddhist’ and
he did not formulize his Buddhist practice” (Trigilio, Ginsberg x-xii). For other Beat writers their
dedication to Buddhism was more pronounced. Both Gary Snyder and Joanne Kyger became Zen
Buddhists and moved to Japan to further develop their commitments and study with Zen masters.
Their Buddhist practices were a point of influence in their writings with imagery reflecting their
spiritual visions. Beat writers and Buddhist influences revolve around ideas of letting go of ego
and developing a universal consciousness which appealed to many Beat writers because it
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supported “their anti-intellectualism and subjective spirituality” (Lott 172). For Jack Kerouac,
his mediation practice influenced his spontaneous writing which Allen Ginsberg also adopted.
The Women Beats
Ronna Johnson notes the problem with the general notion of the Beat Generation being
equated with predominantly white men writers: “this familiar approach is misleading and
instantiates an incomplete account of Beat. It excludes numerous women Beat writers, who were
radical exponents of Beat aesthetics and who collaborated in the cultural reforms and
resistances” (Johnson, Girls 1). This type of thinking demonstrates the marginalization of women
Beat writers by 20th century academics. This case is bolstered by the work of Grace and Johnson
who argue, “the exclusion of women Beat writers diminishes understanding of the Beat literary
and cultural movement, creates insufficient representations of the field of Beat literature, and
distorts views of the era during and after the Second World War when Beat emerged” (Johnson,
Ronna C. and Nancy M. Grace 2). It is an incomplete picture of American literary history that
has been corrected by scholarly work done in the late 1990s and early 2000s by Amy L.
Friedman, Nancy M. Grace, Ronna Johnson, Brenda Knight, and others. The women writers of
the Beat Generation confront the commonly known history of the Beat Generation literary
movement and how the texts of women Beats align with and challenge Beat aesthetics while
filling in the missing pieces of Beat Generation literary history with the women’s point of view.
The women Beat writers were often understood mostly in relation to the more famous
men, but the women Beats were crafting creative work on their own. Joyce Johnson was writing
a novel when she was dating Kerouac. He supported her creativity and her novel, Come and Join
the Dance, would eventually be published and reviewed by the New York Times. Elise Cowen
was fiercely working on her own poetry while assisting Ginsberg with the manuscript of
12

“Kaddish.” Diane di Prima wrote poetry, fiction, memoir, and published a literary journal with
LeRoi Jones.
Writing by Beat women shares with the writings of Beat men the same experimental use
of language along with a relaxation of structure influenced by jazz, Buddhism, Native American
spirituality, and the rejection of academic formalism. What separated the women Beat writers
from the men was their distinct women’s discourse that challenged gender norms by focusing on
their own unique perspective and demonstrated how their lifestyles contested contemporary
societal conformity. The struggle between creativity and the literary acceptance versus
motherhood and family is complex. By including topics of childbearing, childbirth, and child
rearing, the Beat women voices add the missing layer to Beat literary history. For example, in
her memoir, Recollections of My Life as a Woman: the New York Years, Diane di Prima reveals
how hard it was to raise her daughter while working outside the home and finding time to write.
When her first collection of poetry was published by Totem Press, a publishing company she had
started with LeRoi Jones, she sold her own books door to door with her infant daughter in tow:
I sold them around Manhattan, and they went fast. I piled them and Jean in the
stroller and set out. Leaving them on consignment, come back a few weeks later,
pick up money, and leave some more. An interesting business. Within a year the
books were gone. (di Prima, Recollections 184-185)
Erik Mortensen, in Capturing the Beat Moment: Cultural Politics and the Poetics of Presence,
reiterates: “Women Beat writers are not offering a wholesale rejection of all things domestic, nor
are they engaged in a project that seeks to valorize some mythic element of womanhood
embedded in household chores. Rather, they are doing both” (40). Women writers challenged the
boys club of male Beat writers and many of these creative women surrounded and supported the
13

Beat men as companions, caretakers, assistants, and sexual partners, but rarely thought of as
creative equals. Women Beats had the responsibilities of maintaining the domestic sphere while
also working outside the home, with some providing financial support for their artistic male
counterparts. The women Beats’ domestic sphere was a place of community and a place of
transformation. Their homes were utilized as a space for publishing their creative works in
literary journals like Floating Bear and Yugen.
Artistically, the women Beat writers share many traits with the iconic Beat men writers,
but their aesthetics challenge the men’s “with considerable deviation in aesthetics, ranging from
performance-based, spontaneous jazz poetics to revolutionary, mystical, vernacular poetics to
traditional approaches to composition” (Johnson, Girls 2). The poetry of Beat writer ruth weiss
has the free-flowing lines of a jazz musician as evidenced in her collection Desert Journal.
According to Nancy M. Grace in “ruth weiss’s Desert Journal”:
Immersed in this imaginative space, weiss succeeded in conveying elements of
personal and cultural history in a poem cycle that rejects tribalism, confession,
and identity politics for the allure of prophetic and transcendental artistic
individualism, a hallmark of Beat literary production” (Skerl 60)
In her texts, weiss is “freeing language by eliminating the external elements of control, being the
personal, sexual and gendered poetic voice the first one to go” (Encarnacion-Pinedo 74). With a
spontaneity that was vivid in her performances she allows for live interaction with her work:
“she invites the audience to join her in authorship, allowing anonymous voices to initiate the
prophetic experience by determining which day will be read first and the order of those to
follow” (Grace, Breaking 57). Beat writers developed radical innovations which, Anne Waldman
asserts in the introduction to The Beat Book: Poems and Fiction from the Beat Generation,
14

“embrace a boisterous experimentation and pursues, in Gregory Corso’s words, ‘the use of
mixtures containing spontaneity, bop prosody, surreal-real images, jumps, beats, cool measures,
long wrapping vowels, long, long lines, and the main content, soul’” (Waldman xx). These types
of spontaneous staccato stylistics were natural forms of creating the sounds of Beat writings.
Regina Weinrich in “Locating a Beat Aesthetic,” describes the stylings of Beat literature as
“subversive cadences, delivering sacred truth, articulating the private and less-often-spoken
about aspects of the human condition” (Weinreich 51).
Beat women writers are the link between the traditional Post World War II domestic
woman and the liberated woman of the late 1960s and 1970s. Joyce Johnson says in her memoir,
Minor Characters: “if you want to understand Beat women, call us transitional – a bridge to the
next generation, who in the 1960s, when a young woman’s right to leave home was no longer an
issue, would question every assumption that limited women’s lives” (15). These women revolted
against the patriarchal standard of what was expected of women of the 1950s and early 1960s
and left home to live on their own without the protection of a man. Women writers like Hettie
Jones, Diane di Prima, and Joyce Johnson chose to explore the seedy parts of New York City
where artists, musicians, and writers congregated. These young women, who wanted to pursue
their creative dreams rather than a monotonous reality of suburbia where good Long Island girls
only left home for college or marriage, lived in low-rent areas of the Lower East Side of
Manhattan. Coming from strict homes where parents made the decisions for them, these young,
imaginative women were able to stake out their own lives even if it meant defying their parents
and choosing to live in poverty.
Amy L. Friedman claims those women writers of the Beat Generation “presage some of
the later agendas of the feminist movement. The work of Bonnie Bremser (Brenda Frazer), Diane
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di Prima, Anne Waldman, and Joanne Kyger constructs a protofeminist poetic in its shared
investigation of what it means to be female and a writer” (Friedman, “I Say” 200). Writing from
this protofeminist approach, their writings highlight women’s agency regarding work, home, and
sexual freedom along with their disillusionment with prescribed gender roles. Many of the Beat
women wrote novels and poetry and some of the women Beats wrote memoirs years after their
experiences, therefore aiding the recuperation of their own work. As stated in Breaking the Rules
of Cool: “The writers’ advancement of their own recovery is a self-reflexive phenomenon, a
protofeminist act of subjectivity which connects twentieth-century first- and second-wave
feminism” (Grace, Breaking 4). Ronna Johnson argues: “by instantiating into literary discourse
their domestic or everyday life practices, women Beat writers refitted Beat literary discourse by
negating its antidomestic terms, rendering it the usable context of women’s agency rather than of
their elision” (Johnson, Ronna C. 28). The women Beats wrote about the struggles they endured
to perfect their craft while living in poverty and resorting to modes of employment their
traditional counterparts would find abhorrent. Nancy M. Grace concurs,
the women Beat writers having rejected the ranch house and secretarial pool of
Postwar America as constrictive and soporific, talk fondly about the energy and
sanctuary of salons, bars, cafes, hotels, cottages, pads, and the street itself,
contexts in which they were able to negotiate and reinterpret the realities of
postwar American life. (Grace, Breaking 47-48)
Diane di Prima, in her memoir, My Recollections of My Life as a Woman, recounts what living in
poverty in the seedy side of New York City was like, whereas Joyce Johnson used her writing to
start a successful career as a writer and editor. Yet many of the women Beats engaged in
resistance to prescribed gender roles, and their lifestyles confronted societal conformity. Women
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Beat writers were influenced by their roles which were partly defined by cultural norms. No
matter how hard you resist, societal norms are still present. These writers embraced their
experiences while defiantly revisiting normative gender codes of Postwar America.
My project demonstrates how the digital curation of the texts of the women writers of the
Beat Generation creates a more accessible and searchable digital space and how this accessibility
benefits undergraduate American literature and Women’s Studies students. Examining Beat
women’s texts through a feminist perspective as an overall orienting lens, the normative role of
white, middle-class women in 1950s America can be juxtaposed against that of the specific
women Beat writers who created their work in a Beat aesthetic. The women Beats bring to the
scholarship of mid-twentieth century literature a different side of the Beat story: the women’s
perspective. The subjects they tackled speak directly to themes of women’s sexuality,
motherhood, prescribed gender roles, and race/ethnicity make the women Beats the perfect topic
for an American literature or Women’s Studies special topics course. Below I will give an
overview of the digital bibliography and Omeka website and how it can be used as a resource for
a special topic women writers of the Beat Generation undergraduate literature or women’s
studies course.
The Digital Project: Digital Curation of the Women Writers of the Beat Generation
This research examines the women writing during the Beat Generation and challenges the
current patriarchally-driven canon of Beat writers by creating an OER undergraduate curriculum
that focuses solely on the women Beats. While the women Beat aesthetics confronted the cultural
norms of domesticity and their lifestyles defied societal conformity and prescribed gender roles,
their writings also embraced motherhood, childbirth, and domesticity on their own terms, baring
candid declarations of resistance to gendered assumptions about depictions of postwar women.
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In this way women Beat writers bring their authentic woman’s discourse to the Beat literary
canon. This project has two distinct parts that create a clearer picture of the women Beat writers,
their work, and the case for their inclusion in the Beat literary canon. The first part, the written
dissertation, was explained above. The second part of my feminist digital humanities project is
the development of the digital bibliography with robust metadata housed in an inclusive women
writers of the Beat Generation Omeka digital archive website. Feminist Digital Humanities aims
to identify and explore women's sense of writing as well as to prove widespread development of
women's work in a digital archive. My Omeka website is an intervention into feminist digital
humanities by first bringing a Beat Generation women-focused project to the digital space. As
the intersection of feminism and digital humanities, my Women Writers of the Beat Generation
Omeka site embraces digital methods to identify, explore, and justify the widespread presence of
women Beat writers’ work. By creating a digital space of their own, my Women Writers of the
Beat Generation Omeka site is like other feminist digital humanities projects like The Orlando
Project and The Women Writers Project but focused on one specific genre and the women
writers working in that genre. According to Dorothy Kim in “Building Pleasure and the Digital
Archive,” “Feminist digital humanities should challenge, critique, rethink, and expand what the
digital humanities should be” (18), and this is the main intention of the digital curation of the
Women Writers of the Beat Generation as a feminist digital humanities project, accomplished by
creating an easy-to-use resource that brings light to less well known women writers.
To begin the digital project, I created a working document of all the published texts from
the main group of women Beats. This contained bibliographic materials for use in the database
that is the basis for the development of the women Beats digital curation project. This specific
women’s voice must continue to reverberate, and the digital curation of their work was
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developed so information about their published work can reside in a single digital space. This
easily accessible and searchable digital database can be used as a resource for an undergraduate
American Literature or Women’s Studies special topics course on the women writers of the Beat
Generation.
Database Development
With vast advancements in technology, rapid transformation began when people had easy
access to personal computers and could create born digital texts that created affordances for
archivists. As I developed this archive, I engaged with best practices in digital archiving. Laura
Millar, in Archives: Principles and Practices, defines an archive as “documentary materials
created, received, used and kept by a person, family, organization, government or other public or
private entity in the conduct of their daily work and life and preserved because they contain
enduring value as evidence of and information about activities and events” (Millar 260). This
type of digital archive is a repository that stores one or more collections of digital information
objects with the intention of providing long-term access to the information. Digital archives are
produced with the goal of preserving historical items and making them available to researchers.
For example, many archives preserve and make accessible diaries, letters, photographs, drafts,
and other primary source documents about a specific author. Taking into consideration the
impact of changing technology, the long-term access to information housed within a digital
archive can be a complex challenge and is one that can be mitigated by using open-source
software. Omeka is a web publishing platform for sharing digital collections.
The database of women Beat writings includes who wrote what and when it was written,
who contributed to the text, when was it published, how many editions of a text are available,
along with copyright information, and International Standard Book Numbers (ISBNs) to make
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their work more searchable through metadata and more accessible to contemporary feminist and
literary students and scholars. Metadata is the information that describes and provides evidence
about other data. According to Trevor Owens, content is accessible only when it is arranged in a
way that is legible to current and future users and when it is described in such a way that it can
be discoverable by those users (75). The metadata includes the data descriptions, data browsing,
and data structures that users are seeking as part of their learning. To curate proper metadata for
a digital archive, it is important to follow best practices. Using standards like that of the Dublin
Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) can make metadata more searchable. The Dublin Core standard
is the essential element set which is made up of fifteen metadata fields that provide precise
information about certain records. Using Dublin Core when creating metadata for a digital
archive provides more thorough indexing and cataloguing of information.
Reliability of historical content must be considered in archives, and that trustworthiness
comes from both the information contained in a record and from the contextual information
surrounding the content of that record. In his article, “Archival Theory and Digital
Historiography: Selection, Search, Metadata as Archival Processes for Assessing Historical
Contextualization,” Joshua Sternfeld claims that according to archival theory, “a sound metadata
infrastructure establishes the reliability of digital records” and this trust in the metadata creates
trust in provenance (565). What is vital to a record’s trust is how an archivist brings a unique
perspective to the act of archiving a record in terms of the “organization and management of
information by prioritizing records’ provenance” (565). Provenance includes the contextual
information derived from the relationship between “creating activity and information created by
organizations” (566). Creating the bibliographical database of the women Beat texts provides the
foundation for building that trust by documenting each text in terms of the Dublin Core
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Standards used by Omeka. The fifteen metadata fields include title, publisher, creator, subject,
description, contributors, date, type, format, identifier, source, language, relation, coverage, and
rights management. These fifteen descriptors help users identify digital resources of women Beat
texts and their interrelationship between themes.
It is also important to consider is archival silences and how my digital project operates as
an intervention that speaks to these silences. Julia Flanders in “Building Otherwise” claims:
Many early projects formed, as the Women Writers Project did, around various
categories of invisibility and disenfranchisement, with gender and race very
significantly among them. If the value of these early reclamation efforts lies in the
ways they create distinctive intellectual spaces for the study of “other” cultural
production, a value whose importance shouldn’t be underestimated even now,
then their limitation lies precisely in that distinctiveness: they don’t permit the
study of these “others” as anything but a separate category. (416)
The gap in Beat Generation literary history is the foremost gap being addressed in my feminist
digital humanities project, but by giving a single digital space to the women Beats, am I also
creating my own silences? According to Michel-Rolph Trouillot, silences are created at four
critical moments: the moment of creation (making of sources), the moment of fact assembly
(making of archives), the moment of retrieval (making of narratives) and the moment of
retrospective (the making of history) (Klein, “Image” 662). Silences I may have created include
not getting all the available sources in the database and instead creating a limited, biased
database, not representing all women Beat writers in the archive when there are many others that
need to be included, thinking about how students create may gaps by searching through tags and
choosing only some women Beat text and finally, by leaving out some women Beats from the
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database and archive I created another gap in Beat Generation literary history. By producing
their own digital space with a women Beat writers’ only database I may have created a gap that
would possibly separate them from the literary canon.
As the database was being developed, metadata was created and put into the Omeka site
at https://womenbeatwriters.omeka.net along with precise searchable tags including themes
found in women Beat texts. First, I gathered as much information for the bibliography from
research to develop the Dublin Core elements. Next, I created the fifteen Dublin Core elements
with publishing information for each author’s texts in a Microsoft Excel database. Lastly, I
uploaded the Dublin Core elements into the Women Beat Writers Omeka site. This Dublin Core
Metadata Element Set of fifteen properties is used for resource description that allow for access
to schemas. Schemas are machine-processable specifications which define the structure and
syntax of metadata specifications in a formal schema language. Database entries into Omeka
were developed to include biographical information of Beat Generation women writers as well as
metadata about their poetics, aesthetics, connections, and themes.
The raw material for my analysis starts with gathering the texts of the women Beat
writers themselves. To understand their place in Beat history, examining the texts of women Beat
writers provides me with keywords that I used to develop metadata including specifics like
publishing histories, contributors, and descriptions for greater searchability. Notes and
bibliographic information on the women Beat texts are housed in Zotero, a research tool that
helps collect, organize, and cite research, and the data is coded in Quirkos, qualitative data
analysis software, with metadata compiled in Microsoft Excel. Quirkos allows a researcher to
code qualitative data allowing for group codes by subcategories, viewing text by node/code, or in
the context of the source color-coded highlights show topics within the text (Quirkos). The
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software allows you to create themes and organize your research according to those themes by
using simple color coding and easy drag and drop assigning. Themes created in Quirkos for this
project include class, race, sexuality, poetics, influences, aesthetics, digital curation, metadata,
user experience, feminism, domesticity, prescribed gender roles and more. This newly created
digital space is a resource for a special topics course developed for undergraduate American
literature or Women’s Studies students. Using technology to assist students with specific digital
resources enables deeper engagement with their learning while bolstering their technology skills.
User Experience
Understanding your target audience is key to developing a product that will be used. As
Jesse James Garrett explains in The Elements of User Experience, “when a product is developed,
people pay a great deal of attention to what it does. User experience is the other, often
overlooked side of the equation – how it works – that often make the difference between a
successful product and a failure” (10). Through design research, the user interface of the Women
Writers of the Beat Generation project represents the look and feel of the historical period of late
1950s-early 1960s Beat culture. Since all colors have a characteristic meaning which can vary by
culture, a color scheme that is tied to historical Beat/postwar culture was developed through
color/visual design research. From the design research a static moodboard was developed to
demonstrate color influences of and connections to mid-century bohemian America (see chapter
three). My project uses the Omeka theme called “Rhythm” along with the fall rhythm style sheet
developed by the Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media. Since all interface
elements are an essential part of meaning production, this theme and color scheme come closest
to my intentions regarding color influences of the period through design research and the theme
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is customizable allowing for a logo for the project to replace simple text, helping make the user’s
experience positive and engaging.
While the well-designed interface is important, it is not why a user comes to an archive.
Users are seeking information and that information, specifically from a digital archive, comes in
the form of data that is collected in a database. As mentioned above, the database, as part of the
digital archive, creates a space of searchability for the user. Using the Dublin Core standard
helps create trust in metadata. Like clicking on the peer-reviewed option in a library database
while doing research to ensure trustworthiness, a student using the Women Writers of the Beat
Generation archive should feel they are researching in a trusted site. Sternfeld states that trust
and trustworthiness in the data is a concern: “the extent to which users trust that the creators have
exhaustively considered available historical content” (556). Borgman asks, “whom do you trust
to evaluate the quality of scholarly documents? These concerns are addressed differently when
assessed in the context of a publication reporting data and in the submission of a data set to a
repository” (131). When it comes to the creation of a database for a scholarly project, Borgman
reveals that “personal knowledge of the authors’ research methods is one source of trust” (131).
Trust and trustworthiness of data is key to creating a reliable database for the digital bibliography
that makes up the Omeka website.
Beginning from an electronic database created as a digital bibliography, the project uses
metadata about each piece of women Beat writing to create a more robust environment for
searchability. If an undergraduate student wants to research a specific Beat women author, the
database contains a publishing history of all their work. While in many digital archives, records
are made up of content (the text, images, sounds, or other information), this digital archive is
composed of publishing records. For example, the content of the Joyce Johnson collection on the
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Omeka site lists all her books along with the publishing information. The fixity of that content
must be considered because as unique records they must be maintained with their content,
structure, and context intact. The structure of a record relates to the physical and intellectual
characteristics that define how a document was created and maintained. The structure of the
Johnson collection defines each record by complying with the Dublin Core Standards which
include complete bibliographic information on each record. Context is the functional,
organizational, and personal circumstances surrounding the creation of the record. It is the who,
what, where, when, and why of an object. Having all of Johnson’s published works in an authorspecific collection gives a user insight into her entire publishing career. Sternfeld reiterates, “the
relationships between records, which are brought together through selection, search, and archival
provenance is an act of historical interpretation by the representations’ creator that signifies a
convergence of historiographical and archival divisions” (548).
Housing the women Beat texts in an archive allows American Literature or Women’s
Studies undergraduate students to easily research their work through the thematic tags. For
example, women writers of the Beat Generation were confronting women’s issues in their
writing as part of their insistence on being seen and heard. Coming from a feminist perspective
before second wave feminism was formed, women Beat writers challenged 1950s societal norms
while giving a fresh voice to issues of female subjectivity and legal rights over their bodies
including reproductive rights and abortion. A student can search the Women of the Beat
Generation Omeka website looking for texts tagged as “feminist” making feminist Beat literature
from postwar America more easily searchable.
The women Beats are cataloged using the metaphor of “waves.” The feminist movement
is said to have three waves: first-wave feminism of the 19th century, second-wave feminism of
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the 1960s and third-wave feminism beginning in the early 1990s (Tyson 107). According to
Ronna C. Johnson in “Mapping Women Writers of the Beat Generation,” the canon of women
Beat writers spans across three generations which “correspond to the well-known male writers’
first and second generation” (Grace, Breaking 8) and alignment of the women’s texts can be
searched in the archive since writers representing all three waves of women Beat writing are
represented. Early Beat women writers like Helen Adam and Sheri Martinelli lived through the
time of protest for political equality for women. The second generation of women Beat writers
are those who had direct inspiration from the male writers, Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg,
Williams S. Burroughs, and others. This second generation of women Beat writers include Diane
di Prima, Joanna McClure, Joyce Johnson, Hettie Jones, Elise Cowen, Joanne Kyger, and others.
This generation of Beat writers were considered protofeminist writers. Third generation Beat
writers are those who were influenced by the first and second-generation women Beats including
Lenore Kandel, Janine Pommy Vega, and Anne Waldman. Due to time constraints, the project
focuses on the second generation of women Beat writers since close connections to the iconic
male Beat writers provide a strong starting point for examining their work in juxtaposition to the
male Beat writers who are usually the focus in undergraduate literature survey courses and
postwar America literature anthologies. In future work, the project can be expanded to include
first and third generation women Beat writers.
The explanatory schema developed for the data includes themes of marginalization,
feminism, silencing, sex, race, class, poetics, aesthetics, influences, and domesticity through
keywords collected during the development of the metadata. Keyword research is essential and
development of effective keywords can influence the visibility of the women’s texts through
searchability by speaking the same language of potential student visitors. My digital project has
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all the information about the women writers of the Beat Generation writing in one place that is
searchable and comprehensible to undergraduate students in hopes that the use of the Women
Beat Writers Omeka site will increase the writers’ visibility. Researching and developing these
keywords is the first and most important step in the search engine optimization initiative. Each
entry in the Omeka site includes keywords that can link the authors by the themes mentioned
above.
In terms of how this digital curation of the women writers of the Beat Generation will
further inform scholarship and curriculum design, analysis of the Beat women writers’ data
provides the information necessary to create the digital bibliography of their work which would
demonstrate their place in Beat Generation history. With a focus on the women writers, this
Omeka digital archive can become a resource for the curriculum being developed for a special
topics course for American literature or Women’s Studies undergraduates.
Looking Ahead
Chapter Two will explore Beat Generation history and will provide context of Beat
scholarship. Through a close reading of women Beat texts, this defined women’s discourse will
demonstrate how inclusion of the women Beats in the Beat literary canon can lead to more
discussion and learning about the women’s point of view as seen in the women Beats’ writing. In
a protofeminist transition, these writers investigated sexual agency, reproductive rights, and other
women’s rights issues as forerunners of the late 1960s women’s movement pushing back and
resisting societal constructs of gender, sexuality, family, and home.
Chapter Three describes the development of the Women of the Beat Generation Omeka
site. In terms of digital curation, detail and depth of preservation is key for the women Beat
writers to facilitate accessibility through digital searching. Archives are tangible products that
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carry documentary value that is an objective representation of actual recollections. In terms of
Beat literary history, a digital archive allows users to search the women’s texts easily in one
place. The database includes bibliographic information about the writings of women Beat
writers. From this scholarly infrastructure undergraduate students of American literature and
Women’s Studies can discover another side of the Beat Generation (see curriculum in Appendix
B).
In Chapter Four, I reiterate what is being created for future students is the digital archive
of the women writers of the Beat Generation texts curated in the form of a searchable database
with complete Dublin Core metadata in Omeka and how it can be used by undergraduates. Each
entry reveals a comprehensive set of metadata, keywords, and tags that increase searchability of
women Beat texts and make them more prominent. The publishing history of women Beats texts
was added into metadata, making this digital project a valuable resource for undergraduate
Women’s Studies and American Literature students as part of a special topics course that focuses
solely on the women writers of the Beat Generation. As an incomplete picture of American
literary history, the current lack of full representation of the women Beat writers from the Beat
literary canon can be improved by creating this digital curation of their work as a standalone
resource for students. Beat women writers became the bridge between the traditional Post World
War II domestic woman and the liberated woman of the late 1960s and 1970s. Without further
marginalization of the women Beats, this resource and future curriculum presents the case as to
why these women writers need to be more prominent in Beat Generation literary history.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE WOMEN WRITERS OF THE BEAT
GENERATION
As mentioned in the first chapter, this project focuses on the women Beat writers and
their work in terms of how their texts might be taught as a special topics course for
undergraduate American Literature or Women’s Studies students. When Beat Generation
literature is taught in American literature survey courses, most courses focus predominantly on
the men Beat writers, and a few may touch on one or two of the women writers who were writing
in a Beat aesthetic right alongside them. Inadequate treatment of the women Beats in the
classroom can be improved by the creation of this special topics course along with my developed
digital resource. Primarily, the special topics course I am creating is meant to perpetuate a fuller
picture of Beat Generation literary history by giving a more prominent voice to the women Beat
writers. According to Ronna Johnson and Nancy Grace in Girls Who Wore Black:
The Beat movement is notable for the considerable number of women writers who
were part of the community yet obscured or ignored, for the degree to which
women went unrecognized for their literary and cultural contributions, and for
Beat’s indifference to the kindred spirit of rebellion implicit in bohemian
women’s protofeminism: even as they did write, both privately and for
publication, women Beat writers continued to be unacknowledged and excluded
from historical concepts and literary considerations of the movement. (Johnson,
Black, 5)
Understanding how an entire group of women writers have been left out of Beat Generation
literary studies is an important topic in terms of women writers being marginalized due to
societal constructs of post-World War II America. This chapter is a qualitative and historical
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inquiry toward increasing awareness and understanding of the women Beat writers by creating
an undergraduate literature curriculum with a digital primary resource. The main focus of this
chapter is the Beat women’s texts and how they can be framed to teach an undergraduate-level
special topic course.
Bringing together the women Beat texts with literary criticism and historical contexts of
post-World War II America in this undergraduate literature course focused solely on their work
creates an inclusive literary space for the women Beats. Tying literary research and their writings
provides undergraduate literature and women’s studies students with a deeper picture of
women’s “place” in 1950s and early 1960s America, by providing context on the cultural
influences and family constructs of the period highlighting the changing roles of women. In my
digital project, I have developed specific themes to guide the study of these texts, and this
chapter will demonstrate how the women Beat writers covered in this chapter can be read
through concepts like marginalization, domesticity, and race. Creating a foundation of these
themes as starting points, writings from each of the women Beat writers are intertwined into the
discussion to demonstrate how students can develop a deeper understanding of the struggles
these women experienced to be creatives on their own terms.
The proposed undergraduate course centering on the writings of the women Beats would
provide context to students along with the opportunity to learn about the changing roles of
women in the period of post-World War II American history. The digital space produced for this
dissertation, which will be explored further in chapter three, provides undergraduate students
with a searchable, digital bibliography of all published texts of the women Beat writers created in
Omeka along with a link to a Zotero bibliography of women Beat writer scholarship.
Concentrating on undergraduate students who have already completed an American Literature
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survey course and an introduction to literary theory course, my proposed curriculum builds upon
their prior knowledge by studying the women Beat texts through the themes that my comparative
analysis uncovered: Post-World War II America; prescribed gender roles; domesticity and
motherhood; feminism; race/ethnicity, class, marginalization; travel; spirituality; abortion; and
sexuality/identity. Therefore, the focus of this chapter is the women Beat writers and why this
special topic course should be made available to undergraduate students. This chapter provides a
foundation for the close study of women Beat texts and what broader understanding can be
gained from elevating their texts through this special topic course directed at undergraduate
American Literature or Women’s Studies students. The chapter introduces readers to the women
Beat writers that are the focus of this project by revealing their personal histories and how their
place alongside the men Beats is important. This chapter also demonstrates how a distinctive
women’s discourse is revealed through close reading of their work. By developing a special
topics course formed around the texts of the women writers of the Beat Generation, themes
created for the digital project can help focus undergraduates on these writings. The themes
developed are based on subjects that the women Beats reflect upon in their writings. The
metadata for the digital project, The Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka website, was
created by close readings of selected women Beat writings as a focus for undergraduate literature
students. The themes like feminism, ethnicity, sexuality, prescribed gender roles which were
developed from the close readings of the women’s texts are used to create how the searchability
of the Omeka site operates is fully explained in chapter three.
After World War II
Grounding the course in the historical context of post war America can assist students
learning about the Beat Generation, especially in terms of the role women played during that
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time. Historically, post-World War II America is depicted in popular culture as a time of
prosperity for the American nuclear family, with a chicken in every pot and the wife and mother
who stayed home a la Leave It to Beaver. The reality is more complex. “The saccharine mood of
the era, lampooned by later generations, was recognized by contemporaries as contrived, but still
served as a psychological defense against anxiety” (Belgrad 231). Daniel Belgrad contends,
“ultimately, the engineered affluence of ‘mass middle-class’ suburbia came to symbolize the
rewards of the American way of life” (Belgrad 232). Issues covered in this section include the
negative effects on the human psyche after nuclear weapons were deployed by America, the
development of the Cold War with the Soviets, and rising fears of communism. 1
One important context for the women Beats was the threat of nuclear war. Many of these
women Beat writers were born before World War II and lived through the dropping of two
atomic bombs on Japan. That post-apocalyptic feeling resonated throughout America in the
1950s and early 1960s when school children were taught to go out in the hall upon hearing a
specific type of alarm, get down on their hands and knees against the wall and cover their heads
with their arms. The realization of living in the only country on Earth that has used atomic
weapons against other humans resonated deeply with many Americans. This post atomic fear
influenced many artists after the war. In How I Became Hettie Jones, Hettie Jones recounts how
she and her friends dealt with those postwar feelings of dread: “I think of us trying to laugh off
the 50s, the pall of the cold war, the nuclear fallout — right then, the papers were full of it –
raining death on test sites in Nevada. I think we were trying to shake the time. Shake it off, shake
it up, shake it down. A shakedown” (Jones 34). As a result of the use of atomic bombs, the arms
race between Russia and the United States escalated. During the arms buildup, the United States
For more information about cultural influences from World War II on America please see The Companion to
American Cultural History by Daniel Belgrad and The Origins of Cool by Joel Dinerstein.
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expanded their atomic weapons program to include a hydrogen bomb which could destroy half of
New York City. The Cold War and the arms race between the US and Soviets also expanded into
outer space. In 1957 the Soviets launched Sputnik; the world's first man-made satellite was
placed into the Earth's orbit. The fears of Soviet technological advances led Americans to believe
nuclear annihilation was inevitable and they installed bomb shelters and air raid sirens and
increased duck-and-cover drills. Homeowners, in fear of atomic retaliation, stockpiled food and
built bomb shelters.
The Cold War also resulted in fear of Communists. Ann Charters, in the introduction to
Beat Down to Your Soul, describes the influence of post- atomic and anti-Communist influence
on Americans:
The times were ripe to change. By the end of the 1950s, the country was
experiencing the rumblings of widespread radical dissent, partly as a response to
the tumultuous historical events of the Cold War, with the United States’ bloody
efforts to curtail the global expansion of Communism, and partly as a reaction
against self-complacent conformity at home. (xix)
After World War II, despite being allies in World War II, a mutual distrust between the Soviet
Union and the United States occurred. This distrust expanded as post war Soviet Union expanded
into eastern Europe. This takeover of eastern European countries created a growing fear of
communists among Americans. The United States developed a policy of containment towards
the Soviets and this idea led to the United States buildup of armaments to contain Soviet
expansionism and free those people who were subjugated by the USSR.
In 1947, the Cold War Red Scare led to the creation of the House Un-American Activities
Committee (HUAC) to root out communist subversives in the United States. This committee led
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many American creatives to be blacklisted, increasing the communist hysteria. For example, the
Better American League of Southern California gathered the names of nearly two million
subversives in the region leading to the blacklisting, firing and rights violations of those accused
(Foner 864). The Cold War shaped American culture in terms of political ideology, foreign
policy, and the domestic economy, leading to the societal construct of expected conformity by
using anti-communist propaganda to scare Americans into conformity. Joyce Johnson, in Minor
Characters: A Young Woman’s Coming of Age in the Beat Orbit of Jack Kerouac, illustrates,
it was after the war, in the 1950s, that fear would envelop America – fear of the
bomb, fear of the Communists, fear of falling from grace or of any change in the
status quo, fear of deviation or difference. The American nuclear family closed in
upon itself and try to shut out the world. It was a time of national meanspiritedness and, for young people like me, of oppressive blandness. There was
the sense of having missed out on something, of having been born too late. What
had been taken from us was the energy and courage of youth. (xv)
Critiques of conformity sprang up in the form of various types of creative expression which
focused on individualism and the anxiety of nuclear war. For example, Allen Ginsberg’s “Howl”
directly confronts the post war conformity and capitalistic ideals while exposing the anxieties
Americans were feeling in a post-nuclear society. Ginsberg emphasizes about the writing of
“Howl,”
I was curious to leave behind after my generation an emotional time bomb that
would continue exploding in U.S. consciousness in case our military-industrialnational complex solidified into a repressive police bureaucracy. (Shinder 146)
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In addition, fear of Communists, nuclear annihilation and conformity to American standards led
to prescribed gender roles for women which were reinforced through all types of media.
Prescribed Gender Roles and Beat Women’s Resistance
As described in the previous section, after World War II conformity to American
standards of traditional nuclear families was being reinforced throughout culture. White, middle
class American society was focused on prosperity and conventionality. At the start of the Cold
War, a focus on American prosperity and wealth over the Soviet Union strengthened the trust in
the nuclear family. Capitalism promoted consumer culture and advertising was directed mostly at
women, the wives and mothers who stayed home to care for the family and did most of the
shopping. It is important to recognize this as a construct. “Gender is always an imaginary
identification. It is based not on an allegedly universal sexual dimorphism but on fantasy. For as
feminist biologists have demonstrated, sexual dimorphism is not in itself a fact of nature but a
historical and social construction” (Savran 8).
Domesticity was a key expectation for women. The bestselling book at that time, Dr.
Benjamin Spock’s Common Sense Book of Baby and Child Care (1946), emphasized that
women's primary responsibility was to stay home and raise children. According to Simone de
Beauvoir in The Second Sex (1949), the expectation was that “since the husband is the productive
worker, he is the one who goes beyond family interest to that of society, opening up a future for
himself through cooperation in the building of the collective future: he incarnates transcendence.
Woman is doomed to the continuation of the species and the care of the home” (de Beauvoir
404). In part due to advances in new technologies, the kitchen became the heart of the American
home. As a source of postwar optimism, the mid-century American kitchen demonstrated
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prosperity for many middle-class, white families who clung to ideas of prosperity and traditional
family spaces which reinforced prescribed gender roles.
For girls coming of age in the 1950s, prescribed gender roles were encouraged by parents
as the way their daughters were to be raised. Joyce Johnson divulges that a “girl was expected to
stay under her parents’ roof until she got married…Experience, adventure – these were not for
young women” (Johnson, Minor xxxii). With American society in the 1950s geared toward the
family, marriage and children were part of the national agenda. At mid-century, many women
felt tremendous societal pressure to focus their aspirations on getting married. The U.S. marriage
rate was at an all-time high and couples were exchanging vows, on average, younger than ever
before. For many daughters, being a good girl growing up in middle class America meant that
she went to college then got married and had a family. “Nineteen-year-old girls did not leave
home except for dormitories or marriage. If you wish to live free, you could not also expect to
live well” (Johnson, Minor 63). Although many women had other aspirations in life, the
dominant theme promoted in current culture and media was that obtaining a husband was a far
more important goal for a young woman than doing something with a college degree. As Betty
Friedan claims in The Feminine Mystique, women coming of age in the 1950s “were taught to
pity the neurotic, unfeminine, unhappy women who wanted to be poets or physicians or
presidents.” The media image of the American woman had her staying home and raising a
family. By 1960, ninety percent of American homes had televisions. The idea that women could
only fulfillment by being a homemaker was seen across media, especially TV in terms of the
television programs like Ozzie and Harriet, Leave it to Beaver, and Father Knows Best.
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Generally accepted in the popular culture, this stereotypical picture got challenged in real
life. Caroline Hellman, in “The Other American Kitchen: Alternative Domesticity in 1950s
Design, Politics, and Fiction,” states:
the 1950s kitchen plays a significant role on both private and public levels, in
terms of both national identity and politics of the marginalized. Assorted historic
records testify to the dogged presence of an alternative kitchen, in which
traditional, stereotypical semiotics of wife, mother, maid, and Other are
subverted. (Hellman)
Numerous television shows featured stay at home mothers in their storylines, but largecirculation magazines countered with articles that extolled the extra earning power of a second
income. While many white, middle-class women in this era chose the societal construct of the
stay-at-home wife and mother, many other women were not given that affordance. More than
thirty two percent of women who were working during World War II wanted to continue
working after the war. Many had no choice. By 1950, eighteen million women held jobs outside
the home and that number increased throughout the decade. By 1960, twenty-three million
women held jobs and thirty three percent were married women (Young 11).
Seeing the roles all women played and not just the lily-white version depicted in the
media is key in understanding how to situate the women Beat writers into that period and seeing
how their determination to construct their craft went against traditional gender norms of white,
middle-class American values. During the time many of the women Beat writers were coming of
age, the domestic sphere in was aligned with traditional middle class, post war American society
in the 1950s. It is in the familial home space that identities developed. The media portrayal was
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focused on the traditional prescribed gender roles and for many of the women Beat writers, the
idea of conformity was not ideal.
Women Beat writers defied traditional gender roles of the stereotypical portrayal of the
1950s housewife. In the mid-to-late 1950s, a group of women who were educated, independent,
and sexually inquisitive flocked to New York’s Greenwich Village. These women, disillusioned
by the narrow lives their mothers were leading, were not particularly welcoming to the trappings
of domesticity. These women were not awed by shiny appliances that promised to make life
easier and they did not strive for the houses in the suburbs encased in white picket fences. As
Joyce Johnson reveals in her memoir, Minor Characters,
In the late 1950s, young women – not very many at first – once again left home
rather violently. They too came from nice families, and their parents could never
understand why the daughters they had raise so carefully suddenly chose
precarious lives. A girl was expected to stay under her parents’ roof until she
married, even if she worked for a year or so as a secretary, got a little taste of the
world that way, but not too much. (Johnson, Minor xiv)
Diane di Prima, feeling the pressure from her parents about prescribed gender roles, once lied to
her parents about being married when pregnant with her first child:
My first plan was to tell them that I was married. I asked Freddy if he pretend to
be my husband, at least for my parents. He said yes and it was very emotional for
both of us.… My parents received the announcement of my wedded state with
astonishment and some joy and invited the two of us over for dinner. The evening
went well enough, but I think it showed us that our pretense was untenable. (di
Prima, Recollections 173)
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Joyce Johnson admits, “everyone knew in the 1950s why a girl from a nice family left home. The
meaning of her theft of herself from her parents was clear to all – as well as what she'd be up to
in that room of her own” (Johnson, Minor 102). The pressure young middle-class women felt in
terms of not disappointing their parents was hard to contend with making the decisions these
women Beats made more courageous. Leaving home, if not for college or marriage, was taboo
for mostly white, middle-class young women and to do so brought shame to the family. Parents
would bear the brunt of this shame because their daughters didn’t live up to what was expected
of them at this time.
For mid-century, middle-class American women, the idea of venturing out on an
independent quest took bravery in terms of having to provide for their own futures and not
having the safety net of a parental or marital home. As Hettie Jones recounts in her memoir, How
I Became Hettie Jones, recalling her 24th birthday celebration with her family in Laurelton. Her
mother challenged her about her age and how being 24 then was like being 30 years old. Jones
knew what was expected. Her mother was unsupportive of her work and felt the need to push
Jones towards her prescribed gender role: “I knew what this meant: unmarried women my age
were pushing their luck. But I couldn’t explain Billie’s blues –or the life I’ve chosen – until my
mother was ready for life as it was” (Jones 59). This type of specific women’s discourse is
dissimilar to what a male Beat would write. For the Beat men writers, it was different: “freedoms
for the quest must be absolute; the Beat hero is responsible only to that quest and sometimes to
his friends; the ‘gang’ is held together by ties of love” (McNeil 187). While Kerouac and
Ginsberg had complicated relationships with their mothers, their mothers weren’t pushing them
towards what mid-century women were expected to do: go to college and find a husband. Get
married, have children. Ronna Johnson further illustrates the influence of the post-war sentiment:
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Female Beat discourses of desire – sexual, intellectual, artistic, civil – depict
white women’s post war emergence into subjectivity, into social or theoretical, or
in this case, artistic significance. The majority of writing by Beat women focuses
on women’s lives and existential concerns in postwar bohemia, unseating the
masculine reign over definitions of female sexuality, hipsterism, and Beat literary
innovation, to commend the Beat moment’s male hegemony for a more
descriptive and critically nuanced view of the school. (Johnson, Girls 22)
These were women writers on their own creative quests, and they wanted to pursue their artistic
dreams, defying their parents’ wishes and leaving the safety of their parents’ home.
Pursuing an artistic career outside of the family home was discouraged. In response to
challenging prescribed gender roles, Amy Friedman points out that “women’s part in Beat
writing, editing, publishing and performed readings gives a clearer picture of an evolving artistic
community and register the challenge to circumscribed gender roles that their participation
entailed. Their writing describes the terms of individual struggles to define artistic identity but
Beat women writers also helped overthrow conservative mores in the public realm of art”
(Friedman, “Being” 231). The writings of the women Beats addressed changing societal norms
and were not afraid to challenge the status quo. Some women Beats had children out of wedlock
while working a job and pursuing their personal creativity. Similarly, di Prima said about
contemplating how she could hold her own, there were:
no women writers who were artists first, who held to their work as to their very
souls. There were writers and would be writers among the women, but they held
other, alien priorities, assumptions. The assumption that Art (always with the
capital A) was compatible with comfort, a nice house in the suburbs; all this
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poverty and struggle was a kind of a trial period, something you passed through
on your way to better things. (Like going to medical school.) The assumption that
there truly were better things. (di Prima, Recollections 223)
di Prima, having many opportunities to have a comfortable life based on her upbringing,
recognized this was not the direction she wanted for her life. Her art was her religion and she
truly believed in her art and the path that she created for herself even if it meant giving up her
parents’ approval and the comforts of her familial home.
Anne Waldman’s book Fast-Speaking Woman is another example of a woman choosing
her own path. Representing the inner strength that all women possess, she portrays herself as a
woman as the initiator of her life choices, making up for what she felt she was earlier refused:
I’m the chopping wood woman / the woman with the axe / I’m the trailblazer / I clear the woods
/ I take out my own mind (Waldman, Fast Speaking Woman 342). As Waldman recounts her
strength and independence as a woman, she reinforces the idea that not all women were
becoming what was expected by cultural norms. Waldman, who embodies her words in visceral
live readings, represents the women who chose to forge their own paths to their creative pursuits.
Breaking free of these traditional identities, many of the women Beats defied societal constructs
to fulfill their creative endeavors.
Domesticity in Beat Women’s Lives and Texts
A second theme for teaching the women Beat writers is representations of domesticity
and what that means for women Beat writers; this theme is apparent in many of their writings. In
the following examples, I will reveal how women tackled the confinements of domesticity in
their writings. Domestic space during post war America was politically charged for women and
the women Beats’ domestic sphere was both where the children were raised and where their
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writing was created. While not adhering to typical prescribed gender roles of mid-century
America, many of the women Beats were pursuing the creative profession as writers and
publishers at the same time they were running a household and raising children. Many women
Beat writers were also the main breadwinners in the family and were supporting their partners as
they worked on their writing. The women Beats’ domestic sphere became a place of
transformation and community as their homes were converted into a place for publishing literary
journals like The Floating Bear, a poetry magazine published from 1961-1971 by Diane di Prima
and Leroi Jones and Yugen, another poetry magazine edited by Leroi Jones and his wife, Hettie
Jones.
Some women Beat writers were partnered with male writers. Hettie Jones was married to
poet Leroi Jones and Joanne Kyger was married to writer Gary Snyder. On Kyger’s relationship
with Gary Snyder, she reveals, “he expects me to be whole heartedly here and participate without
reservation...I don't mind Gary getting bossy within reason only it scares me when it gets out of
hand, then he has no concern of another's reality or awareness" (Kyger, Strange 8). Being a good
wife meant keeping the peace, staying calm and quiet, even for some of these otherwise
unconventional women.
Charting the domestic life and the writing life with equanimity, Kyger’s journals “attest
to the fraught emergence of women writers in Beat” (Grace, Breaking 136). Kyger was born in
Vallejo, California in 1934 and became part of the Beat scene during the San Francisco
Renaissance in 1958. Her artistic circle included Robert Duncan, Jack Spicer, Phillip Whalen,
Allen Ginsberg, and Lew Welch, though as she states in her interview with Nancy Grace, “I
resisted the Beat label during the time I was associated with the Beat writers because they never
considered me a Beat writer” (Grace, Breaking 140). For four years she was married to fellow
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Beat writer Gary Snyder. Additionally, “Kyger’s poetry manifests an interest in the burdens
imposed and the perspectives permitted by gender and the feminine” (Grace, Breaking 134). She
writes about her marginalized place among the male Beat poets using a re-visioning of Homer’s
Penelope through a feminist construction. In her poem, “Waiting Again” she writes, “I am no
picker from the sea of its riches/I watch the weaving – the woman who sits at her loom/ What
was her name? the goddess I mean/not the mortal one” (Kyger, Tapestry 33). Here she
demonstrates how her speaker is marginalized by residing only in her domestic place. She is also
silent, forgettable. Another poem from Kyger’s Tapestry and the Web, “My Sister Evelyne,”
illustrates the Beat theme against postwar consumerism and suburban culture:
Louise is her middle name
a foul tongued determination
brought material rewards for her,
an extra piece of meat, TV dinners served
in the dark, expensive shoes.
perfect teeth. (Kyger, Tapestry 39)
The material goods that are reminiscent of American post war culture include a TV dinner with
an extra piece of meat and an expensive pair of shoes. Despite being foul tongued, she is given
perfect teeth, bought, and paid for. Echoing the idea of the feminine mystique of Betty Friedan,
Evelyne is unhappy despite her middle-class material comforts. She remains foul tongued despite
being gifted with perfect teeth. Freidan set out to prove that many white, middle-class women
were not happy being simply a housewife and mother and, in this poem, Kyger echoes this
perspective and reveals herself to have a clear female voice that she believes in. She is not
deterred by societal norms and simply knowing her place. Kyger brings a fearless discourse of
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women’s strength to call out injustice in terms of the importance placed on women’s outward
appearances. She comments on how woman are more than their looks and what they can
purchase.
Not all women Beat writing about domesticity involved a physical space. Janine Pommy
Vega was just twenty years old when she met and fell in love with Fernando Vega, a Peruvian
painter who she quickly married. He soon died suddenly of a heart attack at age thirty-three.
With a fragile yet delicate tone, Pommy Vega’s collection Poems to Fernando reveal a
domesticity without a physical space, one that is between two people before and after death.
Maria Damon in “Revelations of Companionate Love; or, The Hurts of Women: Janine Pommy
Vega’s ‘Poems to Fernando” states: “Poems to Fernando is characterized by an articulation of
the nexus of memory, creativity, suffering, and transcendence typical of much Beat poetry, and,
of much mystically inflected poetry of the postwar era in general” (Johnson, Girls 206). Pommy
Vega brings the reader into the intimacy of her relationship with Fernando using second person
pronouns as the first part of the collection is written about before Fernando died and the second
part elegiacally connects to Fernando after his death. She uses her love and intimate relationship
with Fernando as her domestic sphere. She writes, “Here before the sunrise blue & in this
solitude to you: come home” (Pommy Vega 12). As Damon says, the poems in this collection
show that “the domestic is not equated with a domicile…but with intimacy, romantic eroticism, a
promise of eternity” (Johnson, Girls 214). Pommy Vega’s home is with Fernando physically and
spiritually forever. She writes, “But it must come from inside/ this knowledge that I will live/
though you are not with me, here/where I can see you” (Pommy Vega 22). For Pommy Vega her
poems to her husband were her way to achieve her own voice.
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Revealing her Beat aesthetics in the prose poem, “Morning Song,” Lenore Kandel
recounts the story of George Vardo who reminisces about his wife and his life gone by. He
thinks about the normalcy of his basic life and marriage: “he lay unmoving and examined the
presence of his wife. wife. WIFE. wiFe. wife” (Kandel 58). Underscoring the matrimonial
complacency, Kandel revises the idea of marriage through playful typography and a reversal of
“male Beat misogyny with feminist assertion, effecting the continuity of Beat Generation and
hippie counterculture by making women count in both” (Hemmer 171). By taunting domestic
culture, Kandel rejects marriage as a cultural construct created to contain and control women.
Through her work, Lenore Kandel engaged liberal women’s discourses of mid-century American
women.
As Ronna C. Johnson describes in “Mapping Women Writers of the Beat Generation,”
“while the Beat generation engaged in and perpetuated the sexism of postwar culture, women
Beats rejected the 1950s ‘feminine mystique,’ a significant move toward the emergence of the
second-wave women’s movement” (Grace, Breaking 13). Using the materials from my feminist
digital humanities project, students in a Women Beats literature course would develop an
understanding of how women Beat aesthetics confronted the cultural norms of domesticity and
how their lifestyles defied societal conformity and prescribed gender roles. These were the
women of the Beat Generation who were willing to sacrifice the security their mothers enjoyed
pursuing their personal artistic dreams.
Motherhood in Beat Women’s Lives and Texts
As part of the women’s experience, motherhood was an important chapter in many of the
Beat women’s lives that is an important topic to include in the course. Figuring out how to raise
children and pay rent had to be juggled along with having time to write and create. Not all the
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women Beat writers felt the need to have children. As a poet ruth weiss did not feel she had to be
a mother since she knew from when she was a child that she would be a poet. “weiss early on
rejected motherhood as an appropriate role for her as it felt antithetical to being a poet”
(Encarnacion-Pinedo 70). But for many women Beats motherhood was a prominent theme of
their texts.
For example, many of Diane di Prima’s poems reflect on being a mother and a poet. In
her 1958 poem, “Song for Baby-O, Unborn,” she writes: “Sweetheart / when you break thru /
you’ll find / a poet here / not quite what one would choose” (di Prima, Pieces 17). These lines
affirm her dedication to both her child and her work, noting that a woman in the late 1950s could
have both despite it not being the path dictated by societal norms. In her memoir, Recollections
of my Life as a Woman, di Prima challenges the popular notion of a woman needing a man to be
complete. She writes, “these women, while venturing further into the work than their middleclass sisters, fell prey to the same delusion: that there was something a man could do for them
that they couldn't do for themselves” (di Prima, Recollections 224). As a single working mother,
di Prima created a stable, supportive life for her child, often taking her daughter to work with
her. Di Prima used what little spare time she had to write. As hard as it was to keep a roof over
their head, she kept her goal in mind: “she defined herself as a duo: herself and the child. She
defined herself as her work. Aside from this, had no other clear expectations” (di Prima,
Recollections 223). Her identity as a mother was as important as her identity as a writer.
As a feminist writer who supports owning her own reproductive rights, di Prima is
staunchly anti-abortion and anti-birth control. The mother of five believes any artificial
interference with sex and birth are unnecessary. Her idea is just to stay pregnant stating that it
makes for better sex. In Memoir of a Beatnik, she discusses the ill effects of all then-known types
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of birth control in mostly negative terms and tells the reader that after you give birth to your first
child: “nothing could be easier if you forget the rules: forget doctors, hospitals, enemas, shaving
of pubic hair, forget stoicism and ‘painless childbirth’ – simply holler and push the damn thing
out” (di Prima, Beatnik 106). Once you have the children, she prescribes a unique stance as she
states: “And to support the creature? Get welfare, quit working, stay home, stay stoned, and
fuck” (di Prima, Beatnik 106). She challenges the prescribed societal construct of the domestic
sphere by creating one with her own rules.
Another challenge to the imposed mechanization of childbirth is seen in her epic, Loba.
di Prima returns to childbirth as a theme in her poetry and in “Nativity” she confronts
hospitalized childbirth, revealing the unnaturalness of one of life’s most natural occurrences. She
writes:
They fettered me
w/ leather straps, on delivery table. I cd not
cry out. Forced gas mask over mouth,
slave. I cd not
turn head. Did they fetter me
w/ breath of a fish? These poison airs? I cd not
turn head, move hand, or leg
thus forced. They tore child from me. Whose? (di Prima, Loba 108)
Instead of bringing a child into the world as a moment of joy, di Prima illustrates a seeming state
of torture being assailed upon her. World War II imagery of poison gas and being strapped
down, di Prima challenges white, middle-class America’s idea of the birthing process. She is
confronting twentieth century dictates on medically supervised birth and wondering who this is
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serving. She did not want this type of childbirth and she reveals later in the poem that her child
did not want this, either: “Every child here/ princeling, is shackled and numbered. We breathe in
our rags to keep each other warm” (108). Di Prima wonders why the women who surround her,
who she assumes have experienced the same thing, let this happen to her. She questions why she
is here at this moment “world-weary.” Di Prima uses her voice to bring forth birthing issues
facing women and wonders why many more don’t question what is going on around them. Her
primitivism and wildness challenge the patriarchal norms of mid-twentieth century culture in
terms of reproductive rights and the control over their own female bodies. As a defining chapter
in the lives of women Beat writers, motherhood was an important issue when creating their texts.
As a theme motherhood gave the writers many opportunities to explore giving birth, being a
mother, raising a family as a single woman while finding time to write.
Feminism
Another important context for the proposed undergraduate course is that these women
were on the forefront of change in terms of defining new and expanded roles for women in the
home, in the workplace, and in the creative space. Defying these roles, women Beat writers were
examples of protofeminists that created the path for second wave feminism. Women writers of
the Beat Generation were confronting women’s issues in their writing as part of their insistence
on being seen and heard. Coming from a feminist perspective before second wave feminism,
women Beat writers challenged 1950s societal norms while giving a fresh voice to issues of
female subjectivity and legal rights over their bodies including reproductive rights and abortion.
In a protofeminist transition, women Beat writers investigated sexual agency, reproductive
rights, and other women’s rights issues as forerunners of the late 1960s women’s movement,
resisting societal constructs of gender, sexuality, family, and home.
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Feminist themes are apparent in the poems of Anne Waldman. Influenced by jazz and
Buddhism, Waldman’s aesthetics embodied experimentation in her poetic form and she was
“trying to discover a way beyond the onus of patriarchy and male dominance” (Grace, Breaking
268). In an interview with Ronna Johnson, Waldman proclaims that the book is “a female
proclamation, reclaiming the body, and being Everywoman” (Grace, Breaking 269). Waldman’s
book, Fast Speaking Woman, is laden with feminist rhetoric and tends to be more potent when
performed as opposed to simply read since Waldman embodies her words through extending
them off the page. She opens the book by staking her place in the world: “I’m a shouting
woman/I’m a speech woman/I’m an atmosphere woman/I’m an airtight woman/I’m a flesh
woman/I’m a flexible woman” and continues to inform her reader of her woman/personhood.
Showing strength and vulnerability, Waldman later in the poem describes her domesticity: “I’m
the woman stirring the soup pot” yet she is also “the woman in charge” and “the organizing
woman” demonstrating power while invoking feminine energy. She opens the book by staking
her place In the world and continues to inform her reader of her woman/personhood.
Feminism was also tightly tied to authorship. In “From Revolution to Creation: Beat
Desire and Body Poetics in Anne Waldman’s Poetry,” Peter Puchek claims that Waldman
demythologizes the Beat aesthetic “committing herself to its individuality of outsider-within-agroup but not to its figure of the heroic male hipster/tortured artist” (231). Like Diane di Prima,
Waldman challenged the role of women, not only in normative society but also in the rightful
place as respected writers of Beat literature. Waldman’s style “reflects visceral needs to write in
accordance with the aesthetic models of her Beat progenitors” (Johnson, Girls 227), yet she
committed her poetics to her own individuality as a “timeless seeker” (Johnson, Girls 241) while
challenging gender norms and pursuing personal freedoms. As Johnson and Grace concur,
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“havens for bohemian dissidents of the 1950s were few; female denizens and exponents were
fewer. But women Beats were there, and they gave Beat literature a transformative character,
rending speech from their socially mandated silence, presence from their invisibility of gender,
and literary works from their subordinated status as literature’s objects” (Johnson, Girls 7). Even
as a writer, di Prima felt marginalized from her peers, as she recounts:
I am thinking about and noticing how though Roi and I coedited the Bear, and
often it was he who got the credit for the whole thing, most of the actual physical
work devolved upon me and those friends I could dig up to help me. Most of the
time. I am sure this was also true for Hettie, for the Totem Press books, in fact,
before things got too sticky between us, I often helped her and witnessed how it
was she who typed the camera copy, proofed (most of the time) and pasted up
(always), but it was Roi's press, and in this he was not any different from any
other male artist of his day. (Recollections 253)
As I developed the digital bibliography for the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka
website, it was clear how prolific these women Beat writers were despite these challenges. For
example, Diane di Prima had six collections of poetry published before her 1969 book, Memoirs
of a Beatnik, was issued.
Another Beat writer, Lenore Kandel, bridges the transition from 1950s hipster to 60’s
counterculture hippie. Kandel was born in New York City in 1932 and was raised in Los
Angeles. Her work shifts from 1950s feminine malaise to 1960s feminist sexual revolutionary.
“Bringing avant-garde impulses of Beat poetics into the radical 1960s counterculture, Kandel
expressed an emerging feminism in her poems, which are cool and streetwise, existential and
mystical, prophetic and incantatory, erotic and psychedelic” (Hemmer 170). She shares
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something in common with her male counterparts: she too was brought up on charges of
obscenity for her poetry collection, The Love Book, “drawing attention not only to the poem but
to the fusion of eroticism and mysticism that was associated with both Beat and 1960s youth
culture” (Davidson 175). Her book took female sexual subjectivity and put it in the forefront and
as a protofeminist, she took her vernacular and explicit women’s discourse past where earlier
Beat women texts dared to venture. In her poem “Blues for Sister Sally” Kandel uses hipster
discourse, usually reserved for men, and applies it to the poem’s speaker:
moon-faced baby with cocaine arms
nineteen summers
nineteen lovers
novice of the junkie angel
lay sister of mankind penitent (Kandel 56)
Kandel’s speaker brags about Sally’s drug use and large number of sexual partners but then turns
remorseful and saddened. Reflecting a spiritual affect reminiscent of Ginsberg’s “Footnote to
Howl,” where everything is holy, Kandel’s speaker decries:
(holy holy)
She bears the stigma (holy holy) of the raving Christ
(holy holy)
holy needle
holy powder
holy vein (Kandel 56)
The mythic and revelatory drug experience is also shown in Kandel’s poem, “Junk/Angel” where
the poem’s speaker, echoing the hipster language of William S. Burroughs, exposes a mythic
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“junkie angel winging his devious paths over cities” and then “unfurls his wings and rides the
sky like an/ enormous Christian bat and voiceless/flies behind the sun” (Kandel 55). Regret
about drug use comes in the first line of “Small Prayer for Fallen Angels” when the speaker says,
“too many of my friends are junkies/too many of my psychic kin tattoo invisible revelations on
themselves/ signing their manifestos to etheric consciousness with little/hoofprint scars reaching
from fingertip to fingertip” (Kandel 51). Seeking answers, the poem’s speaker questions why
these revelations are unseen and wonders if the hold their addiction has on them creates a
dissipating consciousness that can only be revealed through the burn marks left on their fingers.
In terms of identity, ruth weiss in her work avoids categorizing as set classifications man
and woman and instead “favors an approach focused on lived experience above and beyond
exclusionist or reductionist divisions between the sexes” (Encarnacion-Pinedo 78). Mary Carden
observes, “weiss’s poetics thus critiques and reformulates models of identity based in binary
opposition, in either/or organizations of being that demand and perpetuate separation and
exclusion as ordering principles” (Carden 88). For example, the speaker in Desert Journal “urges
the reader to refuse the bounded limits of oneself or one’s body to become fluid and evolving
(Encarnacion-Pinedo 75). In “First Day” she writes: “I am kangaroo-bird/carry my own pouch/
either sex/or both” (weiss 10), demonstrating her speaker’s identity as fluid.
Their protofeminist approaches also reflect the ways that they were on the cusp of other
social changes. Eric Mortensen, in Capturing the Beat Moment: Cultural Politics and the Poetics
of Presence, claims, “the Beats occupied an important period in American literary and cultural
history when the modern was giving way to what is now termed the postmodern” (3). The Beats
held a liminal position in post war America sandwiched between modernism and
postmodernism. Their exploration of individualism aligns them with modernism, but they are
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continually in flux “ceaselessly exploring new avenues to personal and social alterations and
testing the limits of subjectivity, agency, representation, and collectivity” aligning them with
postmodernist thought (Mortensen 4). Focusing students’ learning through calling attention to
how these Beat women writers chose their craft over convention, can make clear how they are
agents of change that would be seen more clearly during the women’s liberation movement of
the 1960s and 1970s.
Many of weiss’s texts reference feminine images of nature. From a feminist/ecofeminist
perspective, ruth weiss’s Desert Journal is filled with images of nature in terms of beauty and
destruction. In “Third Day” the ecofeminist themes of the destruction of nature:
a coyote dies at sunset
in flight from the beast
in his image
inflight from man
who will only hear
the cry of too many birds
(weiss 19)
As a place of physical isolation, the poet also uses she desert as a metaphor of a barren landscape
of the mind which changes like an actual desert when rain or wind transforms its physicality. In
“Seventh Day” she writes, “I must acknowledge the fact/ that nothing is permanent” (weiss 36).
This desert imagery as fluid and changing reflects her notions of not categorizing her speaker in
a gendered binary along with her fluidity of language.
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Race/Ethnicity/Class
Pushing past the binary opposition of gender and sexual identity, David Savran states,
“masculinity and femininity do not represent a simple binary opposition” and he also asserts,
“masculinity and femininity are always embodied characteristics and, as such, are continually
being constructed in relation to other visible and invisible categories that are taken to define the
subject – especially race, social class, and sexual orientation” (Savran 7). Savran reminds
readers, “masculinity and femininity are always historically contingent, always in the process of
being reimagined and re-defined according to changing material conditions” (Savran 8). When
teaching the women writers of the Beat Generation, examining race – or, in the case of the
women writers of the Beat Generation, the lack of the discussion of race–can provide insights
into their writings. The Beat Generation had two black male writers (Ted Jonas and LeRoi Jones,
later known as Amiri Baraka) but there are no black women writers associated with the literary
period. The women Beat writers became adults during the time where segregation was still legal
and most middle-class white Americans did not grow up interacting with people of color. Ruth
Frankenberg’s White Women, Race Matters: The Social Construction of Whiteness is a useful
text to help undergraduate students understand how race is constructed. Frankenberg reiterates:
In order to think about white women and race, then, it is critical to reflect on the
meaning and history, in the United States, of the category race itself, and similarly
that of the idea of racism. I have found most useful those analyses that view race
as a socially constructed rather than inherently meaningful categories, one link to
relations of power and processes of struggle, and one whose meaning changes
over time. (Frankenberg 11)
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In her study, Frankenberg discusses the social geography of race by defining geography as the
physical landscape of where someone grew up. Social geography “suggests that the physical
landscape is peopled and that it is constituted and perceived of social rather than natural process”
(Frankenberg 43-44). The subjects of her study were interviewed about their physical geography,
their social geography, and their racial social geography which Frankenberg defines as “the
racial and ethnic mapping of environments in physical and social terms” and she asks her
subjects specifically how they had relationships with people of color. She is specifically looking
to examine “the process of ‘defamiliarizing’ that which is taken for granted in white experience
and to elaborate a method for making visible and analyzing the racial structuring of white
experience” (Frankenberg 44). Using a similar method to Frankenberg to look at the women
writers covered here, many of them were born and raised in the New York/New Jersey area
except Joanne Kyger (California), Janine Pommy Vega (Washington D.C.) and ruth weiss (born
in Germany but raised in New York City). Frankenberg’s study illustrates how the invisible
white experience, when applied here to these women Beat writers that grew up in post war
America, was the women Beats’ experience. For example, Diane di Prima grew up in an Italian
American household and Hettie Jones, Joyce Johnson, and Elise Cowen’s upbringing were in
Long Island Jewish households. Examining their roots growing up in the pre-civil rights 1940s
New York suburbs is part of the foundation of their defiance in their later years in terms of their
whiteness.
During this period, interracial relationships were deemed as socially unacceptable, which
Hettie Jones and Diane di Prima were reminded of from their parents. Hettie Jones recounts,
“you just didn’t mix, exactly the way you didn’t serve milk with meat” (Jones, 9). Frankenberg
argues that “hostility toward interracial relationships hinged on constructions of racial and
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cultural differences as absolute, and of families and communities as mono racial and
monocultural (Frankenberg 103). Hettie Jones recounts in her memoir, How I Became Hettie
Jones, “there wasn’t much for me and Laurelton, where we come from polyglot Brooklyn; no
Negroes, Hispanic, Italian, only some Anglos and Irish who couldn’t afford to move away from
the Jews” (Jones, 8). New York City neighborhoods had their own social and cultural constructs
with Bay Ridge in Brooklyn and Hell’s Kitchen on westside of mid-Manhattan being Irish, parts
of the Lower East Side of Manhattan being Jewish and the Little Italy section of Manhattan
housing Italians.
Many non-Anglo-Saxon immigrant groups were not considered white at first. Daniel
Belgrad confirms, “the rise to prominence of the ‘white ethnics’ – particularly Irish and Italian
Catholics, and Jews – was a defining feature of postwar American culture, as those descendants
of nineteenth-century immigrant groups challenged the historical ascendancy of the white AngloSaxon Protestant (WASP) elite” (Belgrad 234). More so than a racial classification, these nonAnglo-Saxon whites gained a change in social status. Hettie Jones discusses her own confusion
of being Jewish: “Black/white was still a slippery division to me. In Laurelton the rabbi had said
Jews were a different people, but my school mate Mulligan’s priest assured her that I was
another race. The South had only served up reinforcement and by 1957 I had a little counter
experience” (34-35). Karen Brodkin Sacks, in “How Did Jews Become White Folks,” claims
“the United States has a long history of anti-Semitism and of beliefs that Jews were members of
an inferior race” (Brodkin Sacks, 395). Hettie Jones wanted to move away from that history by
attending Mary Washington College in Virginia saying she went “south to get away from the
ethnically parochial expectations of her family and milieu (i.e., to marry a ’nice Jewish boy’). On
her years in college in Virginia, Jones reflects:
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In my dorm a black woman who worked as a maid sometimes picked up extra
money ironing. As I had with my mother, I ironed right beside her. She seems to
understand, smiled when she saw me coming, and show me how to handle the
tucks in my blouses. Apart from her, I met no other Black people regularly. (Jones
12)
Jones continues, “as an outsider Jew I could have tried for white, aspired to the liberal
intellectual, potentially conservative Western tradition” (Jones 14). It was while in college that
she came in contact with black skin: “I looked down. I’d never held a black person’s hand. It was
dry, dusty, sweet and so fragile, and dark as I was from that southern sun it wasn’t that different
than mine” (Jones 14).
Hettie Jones met black writer LeRoi Jones while working at her job back in New York
City. She was drawn to his artistic abilities and his creative spirit. Hettie wanted to be “ethnically
cosmopolitan and had come to the Village in search of such a lifestyle” (Watts 44). Hettie and
Roi, a black man, hit it off and became romantically involved: “I liked Roi too much to trifle
with him. In a piece written many years later, he (Roi) described his own decision as ‘going for
that, for the difference it made.’ I was a lot more concerned with this difference.” She wrote in
her journal “how would Laurelton take this?” (Jones 31). Hettie and Roi would later marry.
Jones recounts:
I entered the Five Spot, and all these other new doors I opened with Roi, as
another image – one half of the black man/white woman couple, that stereotype of
lady and stud. This was unsettling. Despite having been to school in the south – or
maybe because of it – I was amazingly naïve about interracial sex. (Jones 35)
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It was not only about herself and Roi, but it also involved her parents and having them confront
their own racism, as Frankenberg reiterates, “interracial relationships frequently presented an
affront to family unity, and an interracial child an affront to the cultural belonging” (Frankenberg
93). Being disowned by her parents or refusing to go to a female child’s wedding to a black man,
Frankenberg claims, is a: “refusal to witness and thereby endorse the public entrance of a
stranger – here a stranger of the ‘wrong’ kind – into the family fold,” a view in which “blackness
constituted irremediable, alienating difference” (Frankenberg 109).
Interracial sexual relationships historically have been a charged subject in American
culture and politics and were illegal until 1967 when the United States Supreme Court declared
anti-miscegenation laws unconstitutional. Frankenberg emphasizes:
marriage between whites and men or women of color was either actually illegal or
not constitutionally protected for most of the past 400 years. The first anti
miscegenation law (which is to say, law against marriage between white people
and people of color) was enacted in Maryland in 1661, prohibiting
white intermarriage with Native Americans and African Americans. (Frankenberg
72)
Jones reveals, “there weren’t a half dozen steady interracial couples in the Village. In 1950 thirty
states still had miscegenation laws. I never even thought about that” (Jones 36). Hettie Jones had
revelation when it came to race and difference. In her memoir she says they were walking down
the street people were calling her names and Roi grabbed her arm and told her to just keep
walking. “It was his tone that made me give in, only later that I realized we might have been hurt
or killed — and him more likely — had we been out of New York City.” She continues, “my
ignorance embarrassed me. The dangers became more obvious. Also, and most important, to live
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like this I would have to defer to his judgment. This gave me some pause. I am not by nature
obedient” (Jones 37). Race continued to be part of what defined Jones’ relationship with LeRoi.
For instance, when Roi was looking for another job, he pretended to be his employer when a new
job called for a reference. He told the recruiter, ‘Yes, I’m well aware that he’s a Negro, but he’s
been a fine employee. He hasn’t stolen anything if that’s what you mean” (Jones 48). The color
of his skin was always present, and this type of rhetoric reinforced the continuing racial
stereotype of the black man as dangerous.
Hettie Jones and LeRoi Jones had two children and Hettie had to brace herself to
experience a new kind of racism: the view of “children whose parents are racially different from
one another as ‘mixed’ and therefore doomed not to fit into the social structure as it is currently
constituted” (Frankenberg 75). Hettie and LeRoi Jones’s first child was a girl named Kellie.
Hettie Jones recalls an incident where a census taker came to the door and upon realizing the
couple was interracial told them they would have to fill out the long form. When Kellie scooted
into the room in her walker, the “man jumped back, thrust a fistful of forms at me, and fled!”
(Jones 105). The first question on the form asked if anyone in the family was of mixed-race.
Hettie recounts: “we decided– after some debate– to enter part white for Kellie and let the paper
keepers guess the remainder. So, in real life, as I am ready for I thought, the half had indeed
made her whole at birth on her hospital record, she was listed as Negro female” (Jones 106). At
the time the one-drop-rule was prominent, meaning that having one black ancestor changed their
racial and social status to black. Race would continue be raised as problematic in 1950s America
where formal segregation was still part of the American South. Jones reveals how race was a
constant reminder in her life: “with Roi I had the thing lit, but with Kellie it was different; she
was both threat and potential victim, and I had to protect her. It felt, sitting there, as if we were
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wearing a skin of public opinion, that stuck and clung and pressed and forced a change in the
way you could breathe” (Jones 106). Frankenberg asserts “the multi-faceted impact of racism on
all people of color shape both the experience of these children who in addition to being mixed
are of course children of color and their parents’ concerns for their well-being” (Frankenberg
127).
Years later her marriage LeRoi Jones changed his name to Amiri Baraka and became a
prominent voice in the black power movement, they started to face something called black rage:
“now some people were beginning to say that hypocritical Roi talked black but married white.
Others, more directly, said he was laying with the devil” (Jones 218). The issue of race came to a
head when Roi's play, Dutchman, was to be performed at Howard University and he told Hettie,
“’I can't take you, he said. I don't want to.’ I could feel it coming like an awful tide. I said why?
And then there it was: ‘because you're white’” (Jones, 218).
Another writer who touches on race and race relations in her writing is Diane di Prima.
Born in Brooklyn in1934 to an Italian Catholic family, di Prima attended Swarthmore College
but left college before graduating to live the writer’s life on the lower east side of Manhattan.
Once she moved to the run-down tenements in New York City, di Prima encountered intolerance
and discrimination for being a single white woman. She discusses racism when she visited her
mentor Ezra Pound in a hospital in Washington D.C. She makes a comparison of racism there
and back home in New York City:
one other thing I remember about Washington was the rampant racism. Not that
there wasn't racism in Manhattan, there certainly was. I had seen plenty of it in the
Village of 1953-4. When the Italians would swarm up MacDougal Street en mass
from below Bleecker to threaten or wipe out a black man for coming to the
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Village with a white woman. The outcomes of such encounters, if any of us was
foolhardy enough to call the police, was that the black man (after he'd already
been beat up) and the local hoodlums went home. (di Prima, Recollections 143)
Like Hettie Jones, di Prima encountered prejudice when she began a relationship with a man of
color. Diane di Prima met LeRoi Jones, the husband of Hettie Jones, and the two published a
mimeographed newsletter call The Floating Bear. She became pregnant with his child and di
Prima was directly confronted with intolerance because “interracial partnerships frequently
heightened white women's awareness of societal racism” (Frankenberg 110). Di Prima reveals:
I was only half aware that the songs carry the bitterness, the dilemma of our
interracial love as well as the outside earnest of our social situation: Roi was, after
all, a married man. I excepted the other Ness of our blackness/whiteness without
question, amidst the scowls of my neighbors when we kissed in the doorway of
my apartment. The blind bigotry of my block on the Lower East Side, of all the
surrounding blocks, sea of Indo-European ethnicity that washed against the oases
where I and my friends lived. (di Prima, Recollections 225)
Intolerance was everywhere and the couple could not escape the prejudicial stares and remarks:
“There was no world where it was simply okay for us. Not our black and whiteness. Not for me,
a single woman with a child” (di Prima, Recollections 225). In her memoir, di Prima describes
her worries over her family’s intolerance of her choice of being unmarried and having a biracial
child: “I really wanted my folks to love Dominique. I knew that their hearts would override any
prejudice or hesitancy that their heads had set up about her being partly black, and me still not
being married, and all the rest of it” (di Prima, Recollections 293). She reveals how dealing with
intolerance became an unwanted way of life “I would encounter the same barriers time and
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again; they would rise up in response to my politics, my mode of dress, my deliberately
cultivated Italian/American manner, New York accent, the concerns of my characters in my short
stories, the street slang in my poems” (di Prima, Recollections 351).
Americanness, and the idea of who owns the land in America in terms of race and
ethnicity, comes to play in ruth weiss’ Desert Journal. References to Native Americans and their
culture is explored in “Third Day” and also in “Twenty-Fifth Day” where the poems speaker
says,
her long dark hair
circles a face
as if masked
circus-clown white

the eyes lidded
a-quiver silver
a quiver filled with arrows
about to be shot

she feels her Indian strong
but the Indian is not pure
what is her right
and what is her wrong
Polina Mackay claims that weiss, as a white European, sees America “as a symbol with a fraught
history around the issue of who owns the land that makes up America” (Encarnacion-Pinedo 95).
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This underlying white, European mindset of the speaker is echoed through the metaphor of the
journey through the desert throughout the text.
Class divisions are also evident in the writings of authors such as di Prima. Giving up the
comforts of home, di Prima uses her own experience with poverty in her book, Memoirs of a
Beatnik, “when ten cents was what I had, and a cup of coffee was going to be all of breakfast, or
supper. Lots of milk and sugar make it go farther as nourishment, as energy” (di Prima, Beatnik
13). For di Prima the time writing was more important than a middle-class life her parents
wanted for her. Her family positioned themselves relative to others: “to be poorer than we are–
though we never admit that we are poor at all–is to be somehow unworthy, a little dirty, unless
you are part of our family” (Recollections 67). Poverty is also apparent in “Nightmare 8” from di
Prima’s collection, Dinners and Nightmares: “Then I was standing in the line unemployment
green institution green room green people slow shuffle. Then to the man ahead said clerkbehind-desk, folding papers bored & sticking on seals. / Here are your twenty reasons for living
sir” (di Prima, Nightmares 48). Many women writers of the Beat Generation were marginalized
in terms of their writings and life choices. This section provided textual evidence of racial
discrimination, class structure, and marginalization in their writings, important concepts to
contextualize their work for an undergraduate course. In the following section I will examine
sexual identity in the writing of the women Beat writers.
Sexuality and Identity in the Writing of the Women Beats
Before the sexual revolution of the 1960s, the women Beats were exploring and writing
about their sexuality which challenged women’s social norms of post-World War II America. In
an interview with NPR, Beat Generation writer Joyce Johnson states: “I see the whole Beat
Generation ushering in sexual liberation because Kerouac and Ginsberg gave voices to all the
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frustrations and repressions people were feeling. People, meaning women as well as men so in a
sense, those voices spoke for women as well, something feminists often forget today” (Reed,
NPR).
For students studying the women Beat writers, understanding the societal constructs of
the women Beat’s youth in the 1940s and 1950s provides a foundation for exploring the sexual
adventures they write about. Catherine Stimpson, in “The Beat Generation and The Trials of
Homosexual Liberation” agrees: “the Beats construed an unfettered, uncensored sexuality as a
good in itself and as an index of an unfettered, uncensored, regenerative life” (Stimpson 374375) and nothing was off limits as a subject in Beat writing. Polina Mackay, in “The Beats and
Sexuality,” agrees, “Beat writing is often seen exclusively as propounding sexual
experimentation, a precedent of the sexual revolutions of free love that ensued in the 1960s”
(Mackay 179). For an undergraduate course developed around the writings of the women Beats,
using textual evidence of their sexual identities and orientations can be juxtaposed against the
historical background of 1950s societal norms and how the women Beats were defiantly and
openly exposing sexual discourse.
Mackay reiterates, “but it is the work of female authors associated with the beat
generation that turns sexuality and its potential for breaking the rule of gender conformity into a
significant trope of the writing. Sexuality as a theme is featured in the work of Diane di Prima,
Lenore Kandel, Brenda Frazier/Bonnie Bremser, and Anne Waldman” (Mackay 186). Exploring
the women Beats’ sexuality and subjectivity can be an exploratory entry for undergraduate
students into how the women Beats explored sexuality through their writing. This section will
demonstrate how the women Beats wrote about their sexual encounters in their published texts in
terms of desire, same sex sexuality, interracial sexuality and sex work.
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Nathan W. Pino and Amber Blazek in “Teaching Gender and Sexual Identity in College
Courses,” confirm that there are benefits to teaching sexual identity in college courses:
it places sexual identity and sexual orientation within a social context by
discussing norms and societal reaction to LGBT behavior and identity and
emphasizing the point that nothing is inherently ‘normal or deviant’ and that we
can show how LGBT behavior and identity are viewed historically and crossculturally to further illustrate how norms are socially constructed. (Pino 44)
Using examples of women Beat writing about gender identity and sexual orientation can
demonstrate how these women were sexually adventurous during a time of sexual repression for
many women in post-World War II America. In the introduction to Breaking the Rule of Cool,
Ronna Johnson asserts: “as the women’s works attest, sexual freedom –the capacity to take at
will lovers both male and female – is at the core of Beat female subjectivity, as well as Beat the
women’s writing” (Johnson, Breaking 14).
The next part of this section will explore how the women writers of the Beat Generation
explored sexuality and gender identity in their writings by pointing out specific sections of texts
that can be used to open classroom discourse about these subjects. In discussions with
undergraduate students about gender and sexual identity through women Beats’ literature, it is
important to provide a detailed examination and historical understanding that can bridge the gap
between then and current gender/sexuality issues. I will begin by discussing Diane di Prima’s
work for hire, Memoirs of a Beatnik, in which she mixes her personal narrative and experiences
with a fictional slant by fully exploring in remarkable detail, her sexual exploits with men and
women. Di Prima mashes up fiction and autobiography in this text often “classified as erotica[;]
it uses fiction to explore sexual practices and mores and as di Prima states in the afterword to the
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1988 addition, most of the sex scenes are fabrications that were written to placate her publisher”
(Grace, Encyclopedia 206). The erotic fiction, based on her own personal exploits, “follows the
form of standard male focused erotic fiction by using flashbacks and dreamscapes to introduce
serial sex scenes" (Grace, Encyclopedia 206). Regarding Memoirs of a Beatnik, Mackay asserts
that the book confirms “that the Beats were indeed experimenting with sexual behaviors of all
kinds; to the most conservative members of the public, the book paints these writers as lacking a
sense of sexual morality in what appears an outright rejection of fidelity and monogamy”
(Mackay 179). Honesty, straightforward language, and clarity make the women Beats’ writings
about explorations of sexuality important when studying their work.
Diane di Prima is a natural example, as she tackles subjects in her writings that
mainstream America did not want voiced: women’s sexual freedom, multiple sexual partners,
graphic sexual encounters. Her text, Memoirs of a Beatnik, is a critique of the angel/whore
dynamic and Nancy Grace argues: “di Prima’s theatrical play with voice and character reveals
skepticism of the idea that women are content with subordination and the conviction that women
desire and are fit for self-determination, sexual liberation and independence” (Grace, Breaking
84). Devoted to her craft, her Zen practice, and her children, di Prima’s poetry reveres the agency
of the female body constructed through pleasure and she speaks out against the marginalization
of women in childbirth, relationships, and creativity. Her poetics rely on the spontaneity of
language and from seeking out new experiences. Concurring, Nancy M. Grace reiterates,
by embracing and rejecting its erotic as well as historic content, Memoirs of a
Beatnik stands as an important example of the experimental drive that
characterizes both Beat literature and the women’s movement of the 1960s and
1970s suggesting that both erotic fiction and memoir, while having a place in both
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myth and reality, are not the primary substance by which either Beat or woman is
defined. (Grace, Encyclopedia 207)
Overall, di Prima makes unbounded sexuality evident in many of her writings.
In terms of interracial sexuality both di Prima and Hettie Jones had experience in this
type of sexuality. For instance, Hettie Jones, being married to a black man, had many problems
to overcome in the late 1950s and early 1960s. As Frankenberg emphasizes, “foremost was the
construction in racist discourses of the sexuality of men and women of color as excessive,
animalistic, or exotic in contrast to the ostensibly restrained or civilized sexuality of white
women and men” (Frankenberg 75). Stimpson reiterates: “if a chick were black, Chicana, Native
American or Mexican her grooving and swinging were all more mythic because she was
displaying a ‘primitive’ force that those in flight from bourgeois society so wishfully craved”
(Stimpson 378-379). Hettie Jones and Diane di Prima both had a relationship with the same
black man. Hettie Jones was married to LeRoi Jones (later Amiri Baraka) and Diane di Prima
also had his baby – both acts cementing their racialized femininity as Frankenberg explains,
“white women who choose interracial relationships are presented as sexually ‘loose,' sexually
unsuccessful, or (at least the negative) sexually radical” (Frankenberg 72). However, for the
Beats, “one’s sexual preferences do not point to one’s ethical choices; rather, sexuality is
celebrated as a fluid concept tied always to political or social commentary” (MacKay 180).
In regard to same sex sexuality, the women Beat writers did not shy away from this midcentury taboo subject. In her book, di Prima discusses gay sex and sex with multiple partners,
saying, “Now, in the midst of ‘gay liberation’ the social stigma has gone out of homosexuality,
and with it the high, better romanticism that made it so debonair” (di Prima, Beatnik 5). The
narrator of the book recounts her bisexual experiences with her high school friend Susan, “I had
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passed my hand over the rough denim that covered Susan’s knee and smiled at her. For warmth,
for comfort. She squeezed my hand between her legs and smiled back” (di Prima, Beatnik 17).
Her sexuality was fluid and depended on the person involved. Her sexual identity is further
explored when she writes about her friend’s affair with Tomi (a woman from college): “her
mother had thrown her out with threats of imprisonment because of her affair with Tomi.
Homosexuality was after all illegal” (di Prima, Recollections 100).
Grace alludes to the engagement with sexuality is rooted in di Prima's feminism: “She
uses the book to critique the angel/whore image of women that characterizes much beat literature
authored by men. Many of the sex stories, while ratifying male power, also suggest that women
can assert their sexual identities in ways that defy male power. di Prima uses literary devices to
reject the cultural mandate that a woman is defined in her relationship to a man. For instance, she
refers to most of the males in the book by their first names only, “the stripping them of
patriarchal heritage and their fuller identities as individuals” (Grace, Encyclopedia 206-207).
This text creates a space of open discussion about sexuality for undergraduate students in a
special topic literature based on the women writers of the Beat Generation. Through this text
students learn the prehistory of the women’s liberation movement of the 1970s while exploring
the deeper meanings of sexual identity in 1950s America. For example, this excerpt from
Memoirs of a Beatnik demonstrates a woman’s power:
We looked good together. It was a pleasure to lie there, mildly aroused, passing
my hand over the smooth skin of my own breasts and stomach, and knowing that
at any moment I could initiate the dance that would satisfy my own desire and
bring delight to the creature beside me. (di Prima, Beatnik 5)
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Explanations of her exploration in sexual identity are also included in her other texts, especially
her memoirs.
However, not all discussion of sexuality is affirming. Grace argues that in Memoirs of a
Beatnik "the lesbian scenes act to trigger male sexual arousal, and the rape and incest scenes use
the abuse of the female body for male sexual gratification, particularly as di Prima's fictive
persona at one point persuades herself that she enjoys the violation" (Grace, Encyclopedia 206).
Di Prima further explores her sexuality in her memoir, Recollections of My Life as a Woman. On
attending a dance at her school, she puts her hair up and puts on makeup forgetting that her
mother is going to pick her up. When her mother arrives, she bursts into tears looking at her
made up daughter. Diane feels she has betrayed her mother: “After that night I hid my sexuality
from myself. My changing body became the enemy, I hated it with a passion. Spent innumerable
hours staring at my breasts, trying to keep them from growing any bigger. Imagining myself flatchested, tall, and lean. A boy’s girl-body. No breasts, and narrow hips, tight ass, but no penis
either” (di Prima, Recollections 69).
At the time, the 1950s standards of what was deemed socially acceptable for women in
terms of sex outside marriage with opposite or same sex partners is described in di Prima’s
memoir. For example, getting pregnant out of wedlock made di Prima a social pariah. When di
Prima finds out she is pregnant and her family doctor learned she was unmarried and pregnant,
he asked her if she knew who the father was, alluding to her promiscuity. She felt herself
question her own sexuality. Did having more than one lover between menstrual cycles make her
promiscuous? (di Prima, Recollections 174). Describing her encounters, she writes: “what is it, I
wondered, simply that I was not sexual enough? This was the big fear of women in my time,
exacerbated by Wilhelm Reich, and I often stayed with the lovemaking past any point of interest
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just to see if there was something I had missed. Something else that would at last, surface for
me” (di Prima, Recollections 195). Reiterating her upbringing as an Italian Catholic girl about
what constitutes an appropriate behavior for a young 1950s woman, she questions whether this
type of nurturing stifled her sexuality.
Another example of a woman Beat writer who explores her sexuality is Bonnie Bremser
(now Brenda Frazer), who did so through sex work. Bremser’s memoir, originally published by
Croton Press in 1969 under the title, For Love of Ray and republished in as Troia: Mexican
Memoirs in 2007 with an introduction by Ann Charters, is another example of women Beat
writing about sexuality. With Bremser, her time with husband Beat poet Ray Bremser was ripe
with discussions of sexuality, sex for hire, rape, and love. “Troia means sexual adventure, and
the narrative explicitly asks what sexual adventuring can mean for women in patriarchy – under
laws of male dominant and discourses of women’s sexual objectification – other than prostitution
– the exchange of her body for his money – even when the sex may constitute adventure or be
physically gratifying” (Grace, Breaking 111-112). Bremser devotion to Ray was all consuming.
She writes in Troia:
I thought that marriage was an end to all my problems, but it was more than that;
it was a new life, and that I had to work my way through six months of it as
isolated as I had been previously all my life, with little encouragement and little
direction of my own, was a tragedy. The hope of a dream had long since died in
my cynicism, and despair has taken over, enabling me to live in abandon without
even knowing what abandon was. (Bremser 3)
In the text Bremser openly explores how the love for her husband and her support of his writing
led to her life as a prostitute in Mexico: “The first experience almost finished me, the
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circumstances, Ray watching, the fact that the little punk never delivered the money, and no
doubt spread the news to all his friends about me. From then on, I felt hunted, furtive” (Bremser
33). As a prostitute, her body was used as a commodity for survival: “Is that me prostrate on the
bed? Me handling all that book to be serviced. I let myself get to a point where I put on a good
show, forcing them to come and have done…Often having to put up with bullshit conversation…
Get on with it, Bonnie, you are a member of the great club and must grow to like it” (Bremser
34-35). At first, she can’t believe it but then she uses self-talk to justify her actions. At times her
marital status was an issue with her clients: “I found most men I fuck not sympathetic towards
the existence of a husband in the picture, but I did not take the time to analyze this — just
ignored it. Maybe I could have prevented a lot of trouble if I had analyzed it" (Bremser 37).
Bremser and Ray had a baby girl named Rachel. Bremser recounts one specific incident about
when a stranger follows her as she carries her baby home. He won't leave her alone so she tells
him she will be with him for 300 pesos, but he told her she would have to wait for the money.
She writes, “He is on top of me, rather under me working upward. I am the deity being
worshipped, this is something I cannot cope with, my dress is pushed upward and then dispensed
with – oh, hot afternoon —I know that I am better off without clothes, sandy legs being caressed,
no manual labor this, I am completely relaxed, except an occasional thought of the un-pocketed
money causes me to tremor” (Bremser 47). At times she questions her enjoyment in these sexual
financial arrangements but foremost in her mind is to collect the money to support her family.
On the other hand, representations of homosexuality in Troia reflect the discourse of post-war
America: “The two others were sympathetic persons, who look to be a little faggish, though not
the skinny sort, the kind with receding hairlines and oh so gently elegant suggestion of ovals in
all their bodily features, helped me through the evening, several times told the other two that they
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had bad manners and when it came to their turns to fuck asked me if I wanted to — fell in love
with me and wanted to see me again” (Bremser 68). Bremser does not veer away from midcentury taboo subjects in her memoir, and she explicitly writes what she experienced without
editing herself. She also writes openly about intercourse with multiple partners and writes:
If I were to arrange a gangbang myself it would not ever be this disgusting little
boy play stuff. I am totally disgusted with the scene long before it ends; we all
shower together and I do not talk; they drive me to the hotel we're in the car
before I get out, I openly ask a for the 600 pesos, the tall dark one meanwhile
asking my address in Veracruz. A pretends to be more drunk than he is and the
others seem to not know what it is all about, thought I was just out for love, so I
end up with 300. But I am glad to be rid of them. I sigh and bathe carefully in the
hotel room, exhausted in spirit and so glad to be done with Mexcity and on my
way back to Ray who can encourage me and console me. (Bremser 70)
Her mixed feelings about her decisions resurface. While she is happy to be finished with the
transaction, she feels cheated and revolted by the event which she herself put into action. She
needs the money so she can return to Ray. She can’t wait to leave Vera Cruz, but she also says
she will regain herself by leaving. Disgusted by the scene she says, “Oh Veracruz, sink back
down into the sea and give me peace under the flickering lights” (Bremser 70).
Throughout the memoir Bremser recounts how she used her commodified body to help
her get more than money: “I fucked a border Mexican cop and make it across the border illegally
on a bus full of Mexican shoppers – I don't care. That was the first time I ever fucked someone
for something other than money or love” (Bremser 78). Bremser discusses how her prostitution
helped her gain power and had emboldened her: “it's hard to figure why I do well as a whore in
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Mexico City. I am usually shy of people, but I become such an ardent hustler that as the money
accumulates, I feel proud" (Bremser 140). Again, we get that dichotomy in which she is
disgusted by who she has become, yet proud of the businesswoman she became as a result of her
bodily commodification.
Another example of women Beat explorations of sexuality is further explored by Beat
writer Lenore Kandel. Her small collection, The Love Book, catapulted her into the national
spotlight when it was published by Stolen Paper Review in 1966 and later confiscated by police
for being in violation of state obscenity laws. In this eight-page pamphlet, Kandel reveals her
uninhibited exploration of her sexuality through four poems. Ronna C. Johnson reveals,
“Bringing avant-garde impulses of 1950s Beat poetics into the radical counterculture of the ‘60s,
Kandel elucidated the incipient feminism linking Beat to hippie ethics and aesthetics” (Johnson,
“Lenore” 90). Kandel’s collection brought to the forefront a discourse of blatant sexuality and
fearlessness which resulted in Kandel being brought up on those aforementioned obscenity
charges. Johnson reiterates, “Kandel’s unabashed lyrics and defiant, uninhibited vernacular
diction accord with the hippie emergence, heralding sexually liberated women and taboo words
in the literature of the new counterculture” (Johnson, R. “Lenore” 90). Kandel’s work is a blend
of “streetwise, existential and mystical, prophetic and incantatory, erotic and psychedelic”
(Johnson, R. “Kandel” 170). As a groundbreaking text about women’s sexual freedom, her
controversial collection, The Love Book “diverges from Beat aesthetics as defined in Howl,
announcing the ascendancy of female sexual subjectivity that, although anticipated in Beat
bohemia, came to fruition only in the sixties” (Johnson, R. “Lenore” 90). The Love Book
provides a firsthand picture of the sexual freedoms explored during the mid-to-late 1960s.
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In Kandel’s introduction to the Collected Poems of Lenore Kandel she writes: “poetry is
never compromise. It is the manifestation/translation of a vision, an illumination, an experience.
If you compromise your vision, you become a blind prophet” (Kandel xvii). Her writing is a
clear testament to her unyielding ideal of never compromising her art. Her focus in her writing is
always on increasing awareness through truth telling. Dedicated to her truth and her honesty in
her poems, she says “poetry is alive because it is a medium of vision and experience. It is not
necessarily comfortable. It is not necessarily safe” (Kandel, xviii). She makes no apologies for
telling the truth the way she sees it.
The poems that make up the content of The Love Book use straightforward words to
describe sexual acts. She says that using language to tell her truth must be straightforward, as
“euphemisms chosen by fear are a covenant with hypocrisy and will immediately destroy the
poem and eventually destroy the poet” (Kandel xviii). She does not censor herself in The Love
Book poems because she believes to be a censor is to be inauthentic. The first poem in the
collection, “God/Love Poem,” the poem’s speaker openly declares her full love, both sexually
and spiritually, for her lover juxtaposing blatant sexual language with loving metaphors and
spiritual connections deeming her lover god-like. This blending of unabashed sexual language
with the spiritual is seen clearly in the closing lines of the poem:
your body moves to me
flesh to flesh
skin sliding over golden skin
as mine to yours
my mouth my tongue my hands
against your mouth your love
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sliding…sliding…
our bodies move and join
unbearably
your face above me
is the face of all the gods
and beautiful demons
your eyes...
love touches love
the temple and the god
are one (Kandel 4)
Body and spirit become enmeshed and the speaker’s body (the temple) merges with the spiritual
(god) and the speaker and lover become one. The three pomes that follow, “To Fuck with Love
Phase I,” “To Fuck with Love Phase II,” and “To Fuck with Love Phase III” further explore her
explicit beliefs about sex and its spiritual transcendence.
All of the texts examined in this section can provide students with an opening to
discussions about how these women Beat writers found their sexual identities and used their
personal experiences to defy society’s expectations of what was deemed proper behavior for
young women in 1950s America.
Other Themes to Explore
Intertwining with the major themes highlighted in the curriculum are other themes that
could be explored. Themes of spirituality, travel, and abortion should be considered.
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In terms of spirituality, Buddhism was an influence on Beat writers as a way of exploring
spiritual themes of consciousness. Many Beats associated with Buddhism include Anne
Waldman, Diane di Prima, Joanne Kyger Allen Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac, Gary Snyder, and
Phillip Whalen. It was their common interests in poetry, art, and Buddhism that brought them
together. Amy L. Freidman reveals, “Kyger shares with other Beat writers her contemplation of
Eastern religions, the elevation of quotidian reflections in her art, the repeated mention of other
Beat writers that creates a sense of familiar artistic community (Skerl 75). She lived with Snyder
in Japan and with him travelled to India to meet Allen Ginsberg who was there with Peter
Orlofsky. These travels are the foundation for her book, The Japan and India Journals 19601964. She is a transitional Beat whose literary interests of Buddhism, drugs, Native American,
and New Age practices look to 1960s counterculture more than the 1950s. Buddhist influences
revolve around ideas of letting go of ego and developing a universal consciousness. Kerouac’s
Dharma Bums is a specific example of exploration into Buddhist practice. Written in his
mother’s house in Orlando, Florida. The Dharma Bums’ Buddhist influence came to Kerouac
from his study of texts by Henry David Thoreau. “Buddhism appealed to some Americans like
Kerouac because it appeared to support their anti-intellectualism and subjective spirituality”
(Skerl 172). For main characters Ray and Japhy (whose real-life counterparts are Kerouac and
Gary Snyder), the ending of the book reflects Buddhist enlightenment when claims: “And
suddenly it seemed I saw that unimaginable little Chinese bum standing there, in the fog, with
that expressionless humor on his seasoned face…it was the realer than life Japhy of my
dreams…who advised me to come here…thank you forever for guiding me to the place I learned
all” (Kerouac 243-244). Kerouac through his Buddhist study dreamed of a new youth culture that
would wander the country and contemplate mountainsides while disavowing the consumer
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culture of postwar America. Likewise, Joanne Kyger spent many years developing her Buddhist
practice. She writes about her struggles with her practice in Big Strange Moon: The Japan and
India Journals 1960-1964: “not really here. Clean, precise movements, neatly robed, beautiful
colors. A feeling of the Archaic. This was all the idealized Japan–the one people write about.
The mossed garden at my back. Now I worry. My Zazen should have more practice” (Kyger,
Strange 60). Kyger spent four years living in Japan practicing Zen Buddhism with her husband,
Beat poet Gary Snyder, who she married in Japan. There she “rebelled against taking the role of
traditional Japanese wife and never learned enough Japanese to participate in sanzen or personal
study” (Grace, Transnational 103). Another woman Beat writer deeply immersed in Buddhist
study is Anne Waldman. With Allen Ginsberg, Waldman founded the Jack Kerouac School of
Disembodied Poetics at the Naropa University in Boulder, Colorado. As a protégé of Ginsberg,
Waldman’s creative style as poet-performer was a poetics beyond gender since she “always
found encouragement, support, and inspiration from her male mentors and contemporaries”
(Knight 290). In Waldman’s long form poem, Fast Speaking Woman she proclaims, “I’m
Buddha woman” (Waldman, Fast 11). Influenced by jazz and Buddhism, Waldman’s aesthetics
embodied experimentation in her poetic form and she was “trying to discover a way beyond the
onus of patriarchy and male dominance” (Grace, Breaking 268). Spirituality is also evident in
Diane di Prima’s collection, Loba. The spiritual/mystical theme runs through the entire collection
to rescript representations of women. Loba interweaves myths and Native America folk lore as
the poem reveals a she-wolf goddess. According to the article, “Intertextuality in Diane di
Prima’s Loba: Religious Discourse and Feminism,”
di Prima uses intertextual reference to question a very speciﬁc creational myth
that has been historically employed to subordinate women by reducing them to
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sinners—Eve—or holy mothers—Mary. In keeping with the shifting nature of the
goddess, these sections expose di Prima’s revision of female power in religious
texts and her conception of a freer, less restrictive, mystical discourse that stands
in opposition to more rigid patriarchal religious narratives. (Encarnacion-Pinedo,
“Intertextuality” 4)
Diane di Prima, who was raised Catholic, was also a practicing Buddhist, making her work ripe
for spiritual and religious insights. Investigating spirituality as a journey can also be tied to the
following theme of the influence of travel on the writings of the women Beats.
Desert Journal by ruth weiss is a spiritual journey of self-discovery and as Polina
MacKay claims it “depicts the desert as a symbol of both hardship and hope, of isolation and
togetherness, or of death and life” (Encarnacion-Pinedo 81). From a spiritual standpoint the
images weiss creates in Desert Journal develop from religious narratives along with typical
desert imagery. The context of the book is set up as forty poems of forty days in the desert
alluding to the resurrection of Jesus and to the Bible in Genesis where God causes it to rain for
forty days and forty nights as weiss says, “when it rains in the desert/ it rains/ limbo-gray the
day/ the rain keeps pouring” (weiss 162). In the first poem in Desert Journal, she makes clear
reference to Jesus when she writes: “sent by what is below/ to blow one down/ or make a crown
of thorns/ the roses know that story” (weiss 11).
Travel as another theme can be explored through many of the women Beat writings. In an
interview, Anne Waldman was asked why Beat poets travel and what is the purpose of travel,
and states: “I travel to study and extend a sense of community through my work and the work of
others. I also travel to Asia as pilgrimage” (Grace, Transnational 132). Whether travelling around
the United States or internationally, the travel theme can be explored in works like Joanne
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Kyger’s Strange Big Moon: The Japan and India Journals 1960-1964, Janine Pommy Vega’s
Tracking the Serpent, and Bonnie Bremser’s Troia which Ronna C. Johnson calls a benchmark
in Beat writing: a transnational female road tale rivalling Jack Kerouac in visionary mind and
hipster ‘kicks.’ Troia’s female hipster, whose sexuality and maternality tangle with and tangle up
in the road’s border crossing myths and juridical procedures” (Grace, Transnational 52). The
travel theme can also be juxtaposed with the themes of motherhood and domesticity because
unlike Kerouac’s unburdened male characters, Bremser traveled with her child making the
journey more difficult adding to her thoughts of “not being a very good mother” (Grace,
Transnational 59). Bremser writes, “I will travel to Vera Cruz by bus with N and the baby. Ah
bitter, I was not about to accept with grace my maidenly burdened-by-baby responsibility”
(Bremser 15). Unencumbered by children or partner, Janine Pommy Vega explores the world in
Tracking the Serpent and describes how travel inspires her: “to go on a pilgrimage, I discovered,
you do not need to know what you are looking for, only that you are looking for something, and
need urgently to find it. It is the urgency that does the work, a readiness to receive that find the
answers” (Pommy Vega, Serpent 11).
Clandestine travel was what some of these women had to do to get an abortion. Abortion
as a theme can be explored in the women Beat writings in juxtaposition to the themes of
domesticity, motherhood, and feminism. Abortion was not nationally protected in the United
States until 1973 so women who wanted an abortion needed to do so in secrecy. The topic of
abortion is seen in the works of Diane di Prima, Joyce Johnson, and Bonnie Bremser/Brenda
Frazer. As Nancy Grace suggests,
the women beat writers are also aware of the dangers inherent in their sexual
experimentation during the McCarthyite fifties. They take satisfaction in having
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broken sexual taboos to reestablish the female as a legitimate an autonomous
sexual agent. To this and they are beat bohemian narrative includes references to
their defiance of rigid social prescriptions regarding having children out of
wedlock, abortion, and sexual intercourse. (Grace, Breaking 49)
Diane di Prima had five children and she explores her empowerment over her sexuality and
reproduction in many of her texts. In Recollections of my Life as a Woman” she describes what it
was like for women in the 1950s:
there was no easy choice, not in those days. And certainly not for me. The
primary thing was, I was available, as available to the imperatives of the flesh, as
to my art, or my lover. More available, I learned later to my cost. But I didn't
know that then all I knew is the child had a right to come through me. To be and
dance in the world. Difficult as that might make it for everyone. I had no moral
imperative as such about abortion. Illegal and dangerous as it was, it was our
woman right. But I saw myself as a channel. Through which souls fell through to
birth and became my guests. (di Prima, Recollections 229).
When she became pregnant with Leroi Jones’s baby he insisted she get an abortion and di Prima
writes, “when I finally did tell Roi he was angry, and immediately asked me to get an abortion. I
said, ‘no.” He had to be kidding, I figured – I'd done that once and once was more than enough”
(di Prima, Recollections 268). Abortion and regret is revealed in her poem “Brass Furnace Going
Out: Song, After an Abortion” which echoes regret after an abortion and “Moon Mattress” which
“is even more blunt about the degree of evil involved in abortion, though its images make it
sound like a fairy tale for the dead child” (Johnson, Girls 51). Joyce Johnson discusses abortion
in her book Minor Characters: “the whole thing took two hours, but it seemed much longer
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through the pain. I had the impression that this doctor in all his fear was being extremely careful”
(Johnson, Minor 110). The doctor told her to never let him catch her there again. Nancy Grace
examines Johnson’s description of her abortion and how Johnson juxtaposes her experience of
getting an abortion with Kerouac’s journey through nature in his book, Dharma Bums:
the juxtaposition highlights the gulf of inequality confronting women like
Johnson. Her story reveals a ’nature’ very different from Kerouac’s. Her
landscape is void of the lithesome butterfly, comic chipmunk, and joy-filled birds
that populate Kerouac’s idyllic world. Instead, she must traverse the furtive
backroom abortion clinic as well as the subjugated female body itself. (Johnson,
Girls 150)
Abortion and its aftereffects are a haunting and guilt-ridden experience yet can provide a sense
of relief simultaneously for these women. As another topic of discussion, students can research
the theme of abortion through the women Beat texts in juxtaposition to today’s debates on
abortion since the United States Supreme Court overturned Roe v Wade, sending women back to
a time where abortions were performed in secret back-alley rooms.
Conclusion
The chapter examined the texts of the women Beats as a place to introduce undergraduate
students to the women writers of the Beat Generation. The specific themes that the women Beat
texts can be studied through were detailed in length using textual evidence from a variety of
women Beat writings for each theme. These specific themes guide the close readings of these
texts by demonstrating how their writing can be read through concepts like post World War II
America, prescribed gender roles, domesticity, motherhood, feminism, race, class,
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marginalization, and sexuality. This chapter shows how a foundation of grounded on these
themes, and many others, can be used as starting points for students discuss the themes through
the women’s writings and therefore develop a deeper understanding of the struggles these
women experienced to be creatives on their own terms.
The next chapter will discuss the digital project, The Women of the Beat Generation
Omeka website and this digital tool can be used as a primary resource for students in a Women
Writers of the Beat Generation undergraduate special topics course.
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CHAPTER THREE: DIGITAL CURATION OF THE WOMEN WRITERS
OF THE BEAT GENERATION
The digital component of this project, the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka
website, places all published works by women Beat writers Diane di Prima, Anne Waldman,
Elise Cowen, Joyce Johnson, Hettie Jones, Lenore Kandel, Joanne Kyger, Janine Pommy Vega,
and ruth weiss, in one digital bibliography. This feminist digital humanities project helps
undergraduates appreciate the importance of these writers by providing a broad view of their
texts. My project highlights the historical and literary considerations of these women’s writing
for inclusion in undergraduate American literature courses on the Beats by developing the
Women Writers of the Beat Generation digital bibliography and curriculum. With the database,
undergraduate American Literature or women’s studies students studying the women writers of
the Beat Generation as a special topics course will be introduced to a large catalogue of their
writings, from poetry to fiction and memoir. My digital bibliography provides students with an
additional perspective of the Beat Generation through the women’s lens as outsiders and
participants and affords students a valuable collection of primary resources.
Through research of the women Beat writers ‘publishing history, I developed a database
of their texts using metadata to help students search the women Beat texts by author and theme. I
developed the themes as I organized my close readings of the texts to make the Omeka website
easily searchable. This metadata searchability will be explained later in this chapter. The
database and metadata were used to construct the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka
website that provides a primary resource for the undergraduate special topics course about the
women Beat writers that is fully explained in Appendix B. This attention to the selection of
records to develop the Women Writers of the Beat Generation creates a continuing narrative of
the Beat women’s place in Beat Generation literary history. Understanding the history of digital
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archiving and walking through the advantages and disadvantages of the digital archiving field
helped in the evolution of this project. Here I will describe how the digital project developed and
how decisions were made regarding technology, software, and women Beat texts.
Digital Archiving and Technology
Digital technology has had a profound effect on the field of preservation and archiving
over the last four decades. This rapid transformation began in the 1980s when easy access to
personal computers allowed people to create born-digital texts. In this section, I will address two
areas of importance in the development of digital archives: a) the significance of interface in
terms both the user experience with digital archives and design that situates readers into the look
and feel of the Beat Generation and b) the curation of metadata housed in digital archives.
For my born-digital project, the texts that are catalogued in the digital bibliography in the
Women Writers of the Beat Generation are physical objects, but the texts themselves are not
housed in the archive. My digital archive is a bibliography of those texts with metadata allowing
for ease of searchability using keywords. The digital bibliography is multi-tab spreadsheet with
each tab representing an author’s publishing history. Each author’s texts are input individually to
include all to the relevant information about that text using the Dublin Core standard to make
input of this data into Omeka simple. To avoid mishandling or digital disruption of any kind, the
spreadsheet is backed up to multiple outside resources including an external hard drive and
Dropbox. Having a backup of the database with metadata ensures that if it is needed to
reconstruct the website or to put it in a different form like a printable PDF, the backup allows for
continuity of the project.
The Omeka digital archive is composed of records. Records are made up of content (the
text, images, sounds, or other information); the fixity of that content must be considered because,
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as unique records, they should be maintained with their structure and context intact. The
structure of a record relates to the physical and intellectual characteristics that define how a
document was created and maintained. Context is the functional, organizational, and personal
circumstances surrounding the creation of the record. It is the who, what, where, when, and why
of an object and this context helps tell the story of the women Beat writers in the Beat
Generation literary canon. Joshua Sternfeld, in “Archival Theory and Digital Historiography:
Selection, Search, and Metadata as Archival Processes for Assessing Historical
Contextualization,” reiterates that “the relationships between records, which are brought together
through selection, search, and archival provenance is an act of historical interpretation by the
representations’ creator that signifies a convergence of historiographical and archival divisions”
(548). Reliability of historical content must be considered, which comes from the information
contained in a record and from the contextual information surrounding the content of that record.
Joshua Sternfeld claims that according to archival theory, “a sound metadata infrastructure
establishes the reliability of digital records” and this trust in the metadata creates trust in
provenance (565).
The digital archive for the Women Writers of the Beat Generation site uses open-source
software called Omeka. Unlike physical archives with main concerns of fire, flood, theft, and
storage space, digital archives must deal with the same issues as a physical archive but must also
include damage from digital degradation that can occur to any digital file. Dealing with access of
digital content in the future must be considered from the beginning of any digital archiving
project. There is no one system for digital archiving that solves the problem of electronic items
disappearing due to bit corruption or technology going out of use due to advancements. Trevor
Owens, in The Theory and Craft of Digital Preservation, stresses “ensuring long-term access to
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digital information is not a problem for a singular tool to solve. Rather, it is a complex field with
a significant set of ethical dimensions” (2). With the constant shift in digital technology, the
challenges of preserving materials in digital formats require continuous innovation. What also
needs to be considered is not just backing up and recovering data, but also having the software
and hardware available to “access file, obsolete file formats, questions of rights, and issues of
authenticity and provenance” (Corrado 4). Advances in technological development must be
considered when developing a backup system. For the future, Kirschenbaum and Reside claim,
“familiarity with the history of operating systems, common file formats, and media hardware is
as important to the contemporary textual critic as well as an understanding of paper production,
watermarks, and bookbinding techniques in earlier errors” (271). Just like scholars of the past
who examined physical archival objects and noted font choices, paper stock and book binding,
today’s scholars and archivists must develop proficiency in new practices in digital technology to
preserve and archive digital objects in the future.
Getting Started with Collecting: Creating the Database
As Ed Folsom, Lev Manovich, Jerome McGann, and others have pointed out over the last
decade, however, databases have become a category unto themselves as far as they present text,
images, and other data for scholarly use and are increasingly becoming the preferred mode of
access for reading and archival research. Databases help identify relationships between
documents and periods, “but also the appropriate user interface and units of metadata with which
to represent disparate genres and make them searchable” (Kamrath). As a digital database, the
Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka website provides publishing information and
metadata including keywords for searchability. As mentioned earlier, my Omeka site does not
house the actual texts of the women Beat writers but provides the information for undergraduate
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students to research the women Beat texts for assignments in the special topics course. In
particular, it allows undergraduate students to find the women’s writings by searching themes.
Users are seeking information and that information in a digital archive comes in the form of data
that is collected in a database. The database, as part of the digital archive, creates a space of
searchability for the user.
How does one trust the information in a digital object found through a search on a digital
archive? Sternfeld states that trust and trustworthiness in the data is a concern, regarding “the
extent to which users trust that the creators have exhaustively considered available historical
content” (Sternfeld 556). Borgman asks, “whom do you trust to evaluate the quality of scholarly
documents? These concerns are addressed differently when assessed in the context of a
publication reporting data and in the submission of a data set to a repository” (131). When it
comes to the creation of a database for a scholarly project, Borgman reveals that “personal
knowledge of the authors’ research methods is one source of trust” (131). To make the metadata
for the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka site trustworthy, I gathered all the
publishing information for each text of the women writers. First, I did deep searches of existing
print bibliographies. Then I did internet research using Google Books and author and publishers’
websites to enhance each entry and double check what was previously recorded in other forms.
The collection of the publishing data for the database creates the publishing story of each women
Beat writer and allows ease of searchability for students through metadata, keywords, and tags
based on the themes I organized my close readings of the women Beat texts. Organizing a course
around these themes creates a structure to the course that can guide students through major
literary themes in the women Beat texts. The thematic sections of chapter two reveal the major
themes the metadata for the Omeka site was developed around and these major themes are
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embedded in the metadata so if a student wants to focus their study of the Beat women writings
around prescribed gender roles, searching that tag (prescribed gender roles) reveals the list of
women Beat writings that cover that theme. Searching by themes is accessible because the
thematic tags were created as part of the database construction. This expansive searchability
allows each student to construct a continuous narrative of a specific woman Beat writer.
Metadata and Narrative
In terms of narrative, the story of the women Beat writers can be constructed by students
using the Omeka website’s metadata. How a student searches the Omeka site determines the
narrative they created. Metadata is the data that describes and provides information about other
data; it is the data descriptions, data browsing, and data structures that users are seeking. Using
standards like the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI), which is the preferred standard for
Omeka, can make metadata more searchable. The Dublin Core standard is “perhaps the
quintessential element set” (Corrado 72) and is made up of fifteen metadata fields that provide
precise information about specific data. Dublin Core standard creates trust in that metadata and
as metadata. Using Dublin Core standards when creating metadata for a digital archive provides
more thorough indexing and cataloguing of information. The fifteen metadata fields included in
the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative are title, publisher, creator, subject, description, contributors,
date, type, format, identifier, source, language, relation, coverage, and rights management. These
fifteen descriptors help users identify digital resources, creating a continuing narrative of the
women Beat writers’ texts. I developed my own strategies to research and interpret Dublin Core
fields to guarantee metadata consistency throughout the Omeka site. This strategy includes
researching every published text of the selected set of women Beat writers using the library
resources at the University of Central Florida and Full Sail University. I also used Google Books
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and women Beat author websites to research and cross reference metadata for the fifteen Dublin
Core schema.
Searchers seek “single units of information, without any attention to context – looking for
specific data” (Dobreva 123). For example, searching the key word “feminist” in the women
writers of the Beat Generation Omeka site will bring up items tagged with that keyword like
Joyce Johnson’s Come and Join the Dance. Searching keywords like feminist, prescribed gender
roles, or race through the publishing data for an individual text for each woman Beat writer
assists in creating the missing narrative of the traditional Beat Generation history which
customarily focuses on the men’s texts. By linking the texts together by themes through keyword
tagging, a fuller narrative is created by the joining of all the women’s texts in the database
together. This linking of tags creates a continuous narrative of the women Beat texts. By
searching the women Beats digital bibliography on the Women Writers of the Beat Generation
Omeka site by theme, you can tie together the women’s texts by that theme creating a continuous
story around that theme. For example, when you search the tag “motherhood” you can access the
titles of the women Beat texts that discuss that theme since all writings by women Beats that
touch on the theme of motherhood are in the Omeka website tagged with that specific theme.
The tying together of the women Beat writings around a specific theme develops a narrative or a
story between the texts. This developed narrative allows students access a deeper understanding
of the theme “motherhood” by reading how the women Beats tackled motherhood. Housing all
the Dublin Core metadata of the women Beat writers’ texts in one digital space creates a
continuous account of their place in literary history since each author’s work resides in the
primary source collection arranged by publishing date. The linking together of the women Beat
texts through the metadata tag searches creates an ongoing narrative of women Beat experiences.
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Metadata management through the standard Dublin Core Standard can “implement
project metadata as needed and have them easily feed into the Omeka display and editing
infrastructure” (Kucsma). To construct this continuous narrative grounded in the Beat women’s
distinct women’s discourse, my database retains all the information about the publishing records
of each writers’ work which can then be searched by tags which pull together similar women
Beat texts along a precise investigated theme. Tags were developed from the close readings of
the women Beat texts and then I added the tags to the metadata in Omeka. These tags are related
to the themes I arranged this dissertation around with the idea that a student writing a paper
could search the women Beat texts by subjects like marginalization and race, for example. The
metadata also provides students with publishing information about each text. This data collection
by publishing date is important because many of the women’s texts went out of print and some
were later recuperated by new scholarly interest. Also, some of the women Beat writers wrote
memoirs about their time during the Beat era that were published after the early 1960s. Data is a
collection of information for a specific purpose, in this case to create an easy-to-use digital
bibliography of the women writers of the Beat Generation’s published works that is effortlessly
searchable for undergraduate students to use as a primary resource.
How the Data Was Created
In order to develop the metadata for the database used to develop the Omeka site,
individual records were compiled through research and stored in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
(Figure 1). I used this spreadsheet to collect and house the data about each specific work. A
database table was created with rows and columns that organize the information in a meaningful
way using Dublin Core Standards for each column header. You can easily enter one item at a
time into Omeka, but this is time consuming. Using Excel allows me to import all the metadata
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into Omeka using the CSV plugin which allows hundreds of items to be uploaded at once. Tags
are added manually. This relational database creates an interrelationship among data items so
students can search the Omeka digital archive by writer, genre, or topic.

Figure 1: Spreadsheet with metadata

To illustrate, when completing the Dublin Core for Anne Waldman’s Fast Speaking
Woman, an internet search was done on the printed text and from there the Dublin Core Standard
was created by first looking at the subject of the published work. From there the description of
the text was edited. Type (poetry collection), Source (book), Publisher (City Lights Publishers),
Contributor (Rex Ray, book cover design; Nancy J. Peters, book design), Date (when it was
published), Format (paperback), Identifier (ISBN number), and Language (English) were the
details gained from the internet search. I developed the tags by close reading of the women Beat
texts and linking the tags to the developed themes like feminism, prescribed gender roles, and
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Post World War II America, and others. Careful attention was paid to metadata collection and
input adhering to Dublin Core, and the database of the published texts of the women writers of
the Beat Generation was created using the bottom-up approach which begins with the specific
details and moves up to the general. This approach first identified the data elements (each
individual published text) and then grouped them together in data sets. In other words, this
method first identifies the attributes, and then groups them to form with every author as an entity
containing each published work making up the attributes. Each item includes editions, publisher
and publishing dates, contributors, descriptions, copyright ownership, format, and identifier.
The metadata creation also contains a list of tags for each author’s published works.
These tags help further identify and describe each author’s work and these tags assist in finding
specific items within a group of assets and making connections between the women Beat writers’
texts. Tagging allows for searching by theme, genre, or topic. Descriptive metadata tags use
descriptive words known as keywords to describe the digital asset. I developed tags for each
individual text by using keywords from author and publisher descriptions of each text then I
added in appropriate theme tags that I developed for the overall project. Using the overall idea of
how an undergraduate literature special topics course about the women writers of the Beat
Generation would be developed, a list of themes was developed. Using qualitative analysis
software called Quirkos, each writer’s text was assigned a literary theme that reveals a
connection to other women Beat texts. All research notes were imported into Quirkos and
assigned a theme. A specific woman Beat writer’s text may fit into more than one theme, so tags
were assigned according to the research gathered for each published text. Major themes, as
discussed in Chapter 2, include feminism, prescribed gender roles, race, sexuality, influences,
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poetics, motherhood, domesticity, aesthetics, Buddhism, Post WWII America, marginalization,
class structure, and identity (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Quirkos example

An additional column of tags was developed for each woman Beat writer allowing for
more searchability in the Women Beat Writers Omeka site.
Using Omeka
The chosen content management system for my digital archiving project is Omeka.
Omeka is an easy-to-use digital tool for students that supports my central goal of the project by
introducing undergraduate American literature or Women’s Studies students to the rich history of
the women writers of the Beat Generation. Here I will explain the rationale for using Omeka
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along with the technical specifications behind the site including themes and plug ins. As stated
earlier, Omeka is a collection management system used to build and deliver a directory of digital
collections to the web. It is open-source software used to develop collection-based websites
using standards-based Dublin Core Metadata Schema. It takes a user-centered, access-focused
approach to collections, emphasizing approachable, accessible web design that can be retrieved
easily on desktop computers and mobile devices.
Developed by the Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media at George Mason
University in 2007, Omeka is a digital scholarly project developed for museums and libraries to
publish digital collections using Omeka Classic. The name Omeka is a “Swahili word meaning
to display or layout wares; to speak out; to spread out; unpack” (Project). In 2010, Omeka.net
was launched for users who do not have their own server to run Omeka Classic. Omeka.net is the
chosen platform for my Women Writers of the Beat Generation website.
Omeka is appropriate for projects that involve a large number of digital items that benefit
from being housed as an archive with metadata for each collection. An example of the use of
Omeka is the “Building Histories of the National Mall” project developed at the Roy
Rosenzweig Center. Headed up by Sheila Brennan and Sharon Leon, the project reveals the
history of the National Mall beyond the landscaping and monuments to one that uncovers its
meaning as a contested space (Brennan and Leon). Their project goal was to create a website that
worked easily on any hand-held device that would create an immersive and inclusive historical
context about the National Mall covering five centuries. The project used Omeka as its content
management resource so the site would be easily accessible to users
Plugins give Omeka more versatility in collection and exhibit design and plugins extend
the basic functionality of an Omeka site beyond building an archive (info.omeka.net). Plugins I
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am using for the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka site include Docs Viewer which
allows for scanned or images files to be download from the site. Docs Viewer also allows users
to access PDFs and support for Microsoft Word documents. Another plugin, CSV Import, allows
the importing of large quantities of items into a collection from an Excel spreadsheet. Since my
metadata was created in Microsoft Excel, this plugin allowed me to add the metadata for each
author easily into Omeka. It also imports tags, items, and files from CSV files. Exhibit Builder is
another considered plugin which offers the ability to create rich expository exhibits around
selected items and collections. The final plugin used was Zotero Import. This plugin is
something I found useful for my own project. The National Mall Omeka site used this plugin so
users could access a public Zotero library that was linked to the mallhistory.org website. This
feature allows users to find more information about the National Mall. For the Women Writers of
the Beat Generation Omeka site, a linkable public Zotero site is a mode for students to access
scholarship about the women Beat writers. I used my current Zotero working bibliography and
created a public library that students could access right from the Omeka website making
researching the women Beat writers more streamlined (Figure 3). The Zotero bibliography
provides easy access for students looking for scholarly writing about the women Beats.
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Figure 3: Zotero example

Content for the website is developed on the backend of the Omeka administrative
interface. As a primary source collection, each author in my Omeka site was set up as an exhibit.
Setting up authors as separate exhibits allows users to explore their work by theme through the
tags added to each exhibit. Metadata management through Omeka is supported through the
flexible Dublin Core Metadata Schema and it easily can “implement project metadata as needed
and have them easily feed into the Omeka display and editing infrastructure” (Kucsma). This
ease of exhibit creation is what was needed to develop the Women Writers of the Beat
Generation texts into an easily accessible and searchable archive creating a continuous
contribution to Beat Generation scholarship.
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UI/UX: User Interface and User Experience
The first view of a digital archive by a user is the archive’s interface. Janet H. Murray
defines interface as “a convenient but imprecise term for the outward appearance, the visible
control and feedback apparatus, for interactive devices. The interface is what the user sees and
operates” (10). Without good design, an interface would lose its effectiveness. Basic design
elements should be part of the interface’s look and feel and these include contrast, proximity,
balance, alignment, and repetition. Contrast is the juxtaposition of opposing elements like my use
of dark fonts on a light background. Proximity creates a relationship between elements to create
a focal point. This is apparent on the Women Writers of the Beat Generation website with the use
of the project logo which always appears in the same place on every page. This also creates
balance which provides stability and repetition which ties all the pages together through
consistency. Alignment is the organizational element that creates order (“The Principles of
Design”). The alignment design principle is part of the chosen Omeka theme used for the
Women Writers of the Beat Generation website.
Cohen and Rosenzweig reinforce this idea of well-designed interface emphasizing,
“proponents of usability have provided web designers with a better sense of how actual human
beings (instead of the human beings we envision – who are naturally, all like ourselves) use the
web” (109). According to Johanna Drucker in “Humanities Approaches to Interface Theory,” the
interface is “a dynamic space, a zone in which reading takes place” (12). Drucker calls the
interface an “artifact of complex processes and protocols, a zone in which our behaviors and
actions take place. Interface is what we read and how we read combined through engagement”
(12). A well-designed interface invites users into the digital space with affordances that make
using the website or digital archive pleasant by creating an overall feel for the website. With my
Omeka website, keeping the interface uncluttered yet inviting was key and these decisions were
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made after the design research (described below) on the 1950s American culture was complete.
“Graphical features organize a field of visual information, but the activity of reading follows
other tendencies” (Drucker 6). In terms of basic interface design, keeping the aesthetic pleasing
and the design minimalist makes the interface easier to use. According to Jakob Nielsen, a
designer should create an interface that should not contain information which is irrelevant or
rarely needed, so this idea was considered as I developed all the information for the Omeka
website. Every extra unit of information in an interface competes with the relevant units of
information and diminishes their relative visibility (Nielsen). The Women Writers of the Beat
Generation website contains only information about each woman writer’s published works.
Understanding your user and their goals is key to good interface design and consistency
and visual hierarchy through typography coincide with keeping the design simple so they are
basically invisible to the user. Design does not have to be flat, but the designer should make sure
the content and visual design focus on the essentials. As explained earlier, the basic principles of
design were implemented as the Omeka website was developed. A designer of an interface needs
to “take into account the user/viewer as a situated and embodied subject and the affordances of a
graphical environment that mediates intellectual and cognitive activities” (Drucker 8). Using a
supplied Omeka theme for the Women Writers of the Beat Generation website instills good
design principles and ease of use for the student with the website’s clear visual hierarchy and
simple copy. Design decisions for the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka website
were based on extensive design research and is explained fully in the next section.
Design Research
In The Designer’s Research Manual, the authors claim: “research is needed to understand
a client, the people they wish to communicate with, and the reasons behind the need for
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communication – in other words, the problem. Research should also be employed to aid the
generation of visual directions and solutions” (Visocky O'Grady 109). Deciding on the design of
the Women Writers of the Beat Generation website was based on the look and feel of the writers’
contemporary 1950s American culture.
In post-war America, the positivity of prosperity was juxtaposed against the underlying
current of what happened during World War II, especially the dropping of the atomic bomb,
leading to a feeling of dread. Another influence on both the Beat writers and my design decisions
were the Abstract Expressionist artists. These artists revealed this undercurrent of apocalypticism
as a result. Post-World War II was an ending to an era but also the beginning of a new era as the
United States became a military and economic world leader. Abstract Expressionist artists
asserted that the atomic age needed its own art, one with an apocalyptic undercurrent, “the new
era was an atomic one, and that now, as so many put it, a complete and total end to humanity was
imminently possible if not inevitable” (Siegel 19). For example, the drip style painting of
Abstract Expressionist artist Jackson Pollock "had come to be associated with the post war
sensibility, representing an extreme in art-making matching the extremism of the war itself"
(Siegel 20). Postwar America provided an evocative context for Abstract Expressionist emphasis
on conformity and consumer culture since “Abstract Expressionism affected every aspect of
visual art from advertising to fashion to traditional painting” (Young 272).
The Beat Generation’s ideas influenced popular culture by defying the 1950s standards of
conventionality and consumerism. The Beats were a subculture occupied with a questioning of
established mid-century American values. The Beat writers and the Abstract Expressionist artists
were expressing their defiant views of post atomic war dystopia juxtaposed against the polished
Madison Avenue ideals portrayed in magazines and television. The idea of spontaneity was a
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“means for challenging the cultural hegemony of privileged Anglo-American insiders, giving
voice to artist and writers from ethnic and social backgrounds remote from the traditional
channels of cultural authority" (Belgrad 15). Being spontaneous in thought, action and art
inferred an alternative to the hyped “rational progress of Western civilization" by waging war
against corporate culture and consumerism (Belgrad 15).
Popular culture commodified the Beat Generation by creating a “beatnik” archetype to
sell the Beat Generation ethos, look, and lifestyle to the masses and this cultural influence was
used when making design decisions for the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka
website. Portrayed in magazines, TV shows and film as the rebellious young adult, the term
“beatnik” was created by Herb Caen in 1958. It is a hybrid of the word “beat” and Sputnik, the
Soviet Union’s satellite launched into space the year prior. Allen Ginsberg said in an article to
the New York Times in 1959 in defense of Kerouac and the word, "beatnik: “and if 'beatniks, not
illuminated Beat poets, overrun this country, they will have been created not by Kerouac at, all
but by industries of mass communication which continue to brainwash Man and insult nobility
where it occurs” (Bisbort 22). The Beat Generation was seen through beatnik fashion as an
adolescent fad, as young adults idolized the idea of the beatniks by emulating their look by
wearing black. Men dressed in black straight legged pants and turtlenecks and women in black
tights, short dresses, and stirrup slacks. One influence on this style and fashion statement was
jazz artist Dizzy Gillespie with his goatee, beret, and horn-rimmed glasses. Fashion historian G.
Bruce Boyer suggests that being hip was the young adult point of view that emerged as a
counterpose the conformity of a post-war past and an uncertain future of the post-atomic age.
Gone were the women’s 1950s hairstyle of the 1950s with its teased, over-sprayed beehives as
hip young women began to wear their hair long, straight, and free or cut into a short pixie style
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that required no upkeep. An example of the Beats cultural influence in film is Stanley Donan’s,
Funny Face, starring Audrey Hepburn dressed in black cigarette pants, black turtleneck, and
black ballet flats. Other iconic fashion influences of the time were Edie Sedgwick, Francoise
Hardy, and Brigette Bardot. On television, the beatnik look took form in the lead character from
The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis, a television situation comedy that ran on CBS from 1959-1963.
Bob Denver portrayed lead character Maynard G. Crebs who played bongos, dressed in jeans,
crew necked sweatshirts and wore a goatee, therefore reinforcing the beatnik stereotype.
Design Decisions
Using Jakob Nielsen’s “10 Usability Heuristics for User Interface Design” as a guide, the
Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka interface design was carefully crafted to meet the
following criteria. From the design research, a moodboard based on the visuals of the time period
was created to situate undergraduate students into 1950s hipster culture (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Moodboard

The interface of my project represents the look and feel of the historical period of late
1950s and 1960s Beat culture in America by using a similar color palette. Since all colors have a
characteristic meaning which can vary by culture, a color scheme that is tied to Beat culture was
created through visual research. From the design research a static moodboard was developed to
demonstrate color influences of mid-century bohemian America based on specific color swatches
using the Pantone Matching System (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Color Swatches

My project uses the Omeka theme called “Rhythm” and the fall rhythm style sheet
developed by the Roy Rosenzweig Center for New Media. This theme and color scheme comes
closest to my researched intentions regarding color influences of the period and the theme is
customizable allowing for a logo for the project to replace simple text. Grounding students in the
look and feel of Beat culture adds to the overall experience of researching the women Beat
writers and their work.
User Experience
In terms of user experience, the avoidance of self-referential design is key to developing
a user-friendly digital archive. It’s not about what you as the archive designer like or dislike in
terms of web design; it’s all about your users. Understanding your target audience is key to
developing a product that will be utilized. As Jesse James Garrett explains in The Elements of
User Experience, “when a product is developed, people pay a great deal of attention to what it
does. User experience is the other, often overlooked side of the equation – how it works – that
often make the difference between a successful product and a failure” (10). For the individual
user, the simplicity and ease of use of the women Beats Omeka site makes sense of one piece of
information or experience in relation to another, “stitching fragments of what are graphically
related elements together into a narrative” (Drucker 4). A designer of an interface needs to “take
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into account the user/viewer as a situated and embodied subject and the affordances of a
graphical environment that mediates intellectual and cognitive activities” (Drucker 8). Drucker
also believes visual items of the interface must support and assist the user's primary goals. Using
this idea of the user’s goals when using the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka
website, I paid close attention to color, images, navigation, and ease of use.
The Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka website was designed based on a
fictional student archetype. This imagined user is called a persona. Personas are fabricated
people who represent the needs and desires of a real user. Personas are used to represent a target
audience so a designer can understand what that user needs and to also avoid self-referential
design. A persona is developed to identify the end users’ motivations, goals, and expectations.
For the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka website, a persona of an American
Literature undergraduate student was developed (Figure 6). The user archetype established for
my project is Shannon Taylor, a 19-year-old university sophomore and English major. She lives
on campus and does work study in the university bookstore to help pay her tuition and expenses.
She also works as a babysitter on weekends. Shannon is disciplined, goal oriented, and driven
and likes to spend what little free time she has meeting friends for coffee and going to the beach.
As a result of her full class load and part-time jobs, Shannon seeks out efficient ways to do
research for her classes so she can spend more time on her writing than searching for sources.
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Figure 6: Persona/Target Audience Profile

To understand the user, one must first focus on the benefits and the features of the
product, in this case the Women Writers of the Beat Generation digital archive used as a primary
resource for a special topics undergraduate literature course. Features are the parts of a product
like a list of what a product has and does. Features of the Women Writers of the Beat Generation
Omeka website include the digital bibliography of each women Beat writer, the individual texts’
summaries, publishing information, and the searchability of these items. The benefits, on the
other hand, are the positive impact those features provide the user. This definition is important
because when you state the benefits of the product it answers the user’s question “why should I
care?” For an undergraduate student in a women of the Beat Generation special topic literature
course, the benefit of the archive is the time saving aspect that comes from the searchability of
the information making researching easier and leaving the student more time for writing. How
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the design research and user experience are projected in the actual product are explained in the
following section.
What the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka Website Looks Like
From the homepage, points of entry into the Women Writers of the Beat Generation
Omeka website allows users to easily find texts by women Beat authors since all items are
arranged by author in the collection. All authors’ texts are listed in a digital bibliography that
makes up the collection in Omeka and allows students to browse similar items in a collection.
This collection is made up of individual items that provide metadata about each woman Beat
writer’s published texts. Metadata is descriptive information that was developed to allow a user
to search the Women Writers of the Beat Generation easily and this ease of use is also available
with the non-hierarchical keywords attached to each item. In Figure 7, the home page of the
Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka Website lets a user enter the Omeka environment
by clicking on the navigation bar and search by browsing items, collections or exhibits.
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Figure 7: Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka Homepage

Inside each collection are items and these items are the individual bibliographical texts of
that author. Simply clicking on an item’s title allows the user to examine that item, as seen in
Figure 7. On the screen the user can read about the selected text through the fifteen Dublin Core
metadata standards complete with description, date of publication, publisher, year, and
contributors. Set off to the right side is a box that gives the date of the item added to the website
along with a full description and citation. In the upper right of the header and menu is the search
window that appears using contrasting color with the white box on outlined in Pantone 7753
residing on top of the gray (Pantone 7540) background and search icon in Pantone 484 red makes
the search feature easy to find.
From the homepage you can click in “Browse Items” to see all the authors’ texts, or you
can “Browse Collections” to view a specific author’s texts. Once you choose an item you can
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then “Browse By Tag” and search an authors’ text by theme. Once an item is browsed, the items
appear on the next page and lets the user know how many items are attached to that author. A
featured items is added to draw the user’s attention to a text that was deemed important to the
study of women Beat literature. In Figure 8, the Featured Item is Joyce Johnson’s Minor
Characters, Johnson’s memoir about her Beat Generation experience.

Figure 8: Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka Item

Each item on the website can be searched through the metadata using keyword, Boolean,
or exact match search functions and can also be searched through item, file, and/or collection.
There is also an Advanced Search function that can search items only. If a student is searching
for a specific author they can click “Browse Items” and then browse all items, browse by tag or
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search for a specific item. If they are looking for a specific text tied to a theme, clicking “Browse
by Tag” allows them to search every item with the searched tag (see Figure 9).

Figure 9: Browse by Tag feature

Figure 10 shows how searching the keyword “marginalization” in the Joyce Johnson
items reveals the following records in Joyce Johnson’s collection:
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Figure 10: Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka Browse Tags example

As seen here, the search function allows students to search across themes which were
inserted into the metadata. As previously mentioned, these tags were developed from the
designated themes and descriptions attached to each text. When a student clicks on the
“prescribed gender roles” tag, the Omeka site lists seven items that have that specific tag (see
Figure 11 below).
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Figure 11: Browse by Tag results

Other themes can be search within each item by clicking on the highlighted tag within the
original searched item.
Trevor Owens states that digital archiving is a “craft, not a science” (72) and it should be
considered part of the ongoing conversation with an organization and its past. Owens states that
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it is a craft because its “praxis is grounded in an ongoing and unresolved dialogue with the
preservation professions, and it must be responsive to the inherent messiness and historically
contingent nature of the logics of computing” (72). Searching across themes allows students to
build their own narrative based on the research they want to do. For example, a student may want
to research the intersectionality of ethnicity/race with prescribed gender roles so the search
results would reveal the texts tied to these themes. This searchability creates a dialogue across
the women Beat texts. M.M. Bakhtin in The Dialogic Imagination argues that all languages are
in dialogue with each other. Similarly, the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka
website allows students in a special topics literature or women’s studies course to engage in a
dialogue with women Beat texts as they research topics and themes for the assignments in the
class. Students using the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka website create a
dialogue by making connections through the women’s texts by linking them by themes guided by
the metadata. Intersectional dialogue is created by a student when searching two connected
themes. For example, when searching themes of ethnicity and feminism, the bibliographic
information of the texts of Jewish Beat writer and women’s activist Hettie Jones appear. Deborah
Haynes in “Bakhtin and the Visual Arts” suggests that "works of art therefore may express not
only a profoundly answerable and dialogic relationship with persons and with the environment,
but they may also interpret in relation to time, duration, and change" (297). The dialogue created
by the students is continued through the searching of the women Beats database through my
Omeka digital project by creating and making connections through the published women Beat
texts and expanding the dialogue created in their work. Students are situated in 1950s post war
America but are reexamining these texts through themes with a contemporary lens. The
conversation between texts is created by how the students search the Omeka site.
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In terms of experiencing the world of the Beat Generation, the content of the Omeka
website and the form it takes visually must create synergy in order to grab the attention of the
users. According to Bakhtin, "verbal discourse is a social phenomenon" (Bakhtin 259). Using
Bakhtin's idea of heteroglossia, the content (language) of the Women Writers of the Beat
Generation Omeka website is not simply a linguistic practice but is more of a way of
conceptualizing the Beat Generation world through visual communication using the language of
the period. Embodying the visual aspects of the Beat Generation through color, image, and text
creates an experience for the student that allows them to conceptualize and experience that
world. Form and content were carefully considered as my creative digital project was developed,
but another consideration involves using the visual images of the women Beat texts’ book covers
as a visual representation on my Omeka website.
Copyright Considerations
Another consideration when developing a digital space for the women writers of the Beat
Generation are copyright issues. According to Dobreva, “copyright is one of the most important
areas of law related to digital archiving. If digitization is increasingly used by memory
institutions for preserving and delivering information held in their collections, issues related to
copyright protection will be of growing importance” (91). Copyright law states:
the length of copyright protection depends on when a work was created. Under
the current law, works created on or after January 1, 1978, have a copyright term
of life of the author plus seventy years after the author’s death. If the work is a
joint work, the term lasts for seventy years after the last surviving author’s death.
For works made for hire and anonymous or pseudonymous works, copyright
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protection is 95 years from publication or 120 years from creation, whichever is
shorter. (copyright.gov)
Many of the women’s texts like Joyce Johnson, Hettie Jones, and Diane di Prima’s memoirs
were written after 1978. Copyright infringement happens whenever someone makes copies or
commercially exploits a work without the copyright owner's permission. All the writings by the
women Beat writers are still under copyright, which is why the archive only houses the
bibliographical information about each work and not the work itself.
How does copyright law affect the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka site?
Providing an informational framework for the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka
site presents itself in the digital bibliography and the metadata contained within that digital
bibliography. The informational framework of the women Beats’ digital archive is considered in
what Trevor Owens categorizes as folkloric since it is focused on the sociocultural meaning of a
record not the physical record itself (15). Understanding post World War II American culture in
terms of race, gender, class, and influences create the folkloric for the Women Writers of the
Beat Generation Omeka digital resource. Subsequently digital preservation is a process, and the
Women Writers of the Beat Generation digital archive is iterative. Each author’s published work
housed in the Omeka site generates the outcome of a complete bibliography of that author’s
work including publishing information of multiple editions of an individual text.
When developing the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka site, a choice for
visual representation of the texts was made and that included using a visual representation of
each book cover (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Book cover examples as seen on the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka
website

Choosing individual book cover art for each item (see above example) gives the website
more visual appeal and I argue that the copyright of each book cover falls under Fair Use.
According to "Copyright Basics," from the U.S. Copyright Office Library of Congress, fair use is
“a legal doctrine that promotes freedom of expression by permitting the unlicensed use of
copyright-protected works in certain circumstances” (Copyright 6). According to Research
Guides: Finding and Using Images: Images and Copyright, “fair use provides parameters for the
legal use of copyrighted material without the permission of the copyright holder. Broadly
speaking, a ‘fair use’ is one where the socially beneficial results of the use outweigh the
exclusive rights of the copyright holder” (Parker). This definition aligns with the purpose of the
Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka website as it is being used as a primary resource
for undergraduate American literature students. “Fair use is a legal doctrine that promotes
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freedom of expression by permitting the unlicensed use of copyright-protected works in certain
circumstances” (“Fair Use”). The Copyright Act, section 107 determines whether something is a
fair use and identifies types of uses like teaching, scholarship, and research, but these depend on
the four factors developed by the U.S. Congress. The first factor determines whether something
is intended for commercial or educational use and the law considers nonprofit education and
noncommercial use as likely to be fair. Also considered fair use are transformative uses “those
that add something new, with a further purpose or different character, and do not substitute for
the original use of the work” (“Fair Use”). The second factor “analyzes the degree to which the
work that was used relates to copyright’s purpose of encouraging creative expression” (“Fair
Use”). Using the book covers on the Women Writers of the Beat Generation website makes the
look and feel of the website more engaging and encourages students to use the resource for use
in their academic writing. The actual book and its contents cannot be accessed through this
Omeka site, so no unlicensed use of an author’s text is occurring. The third factor that determines
whether a fixed form is fair use is how much of a copyrighted work was used in terms of the
quantity and quality of the copyrighted material. Using a book cover on an author’s page on an
educational website with the copyright information listed, I argue, is considered fair use. The
final factor to be considered when determining fair use is the extent the unlicensed use harms the
existing or future market for the copyright owner’s original work like “displacing sales of the
original” (“Fair Use”) which the use of the book covers of the texts of the Women Writers of the
Beat Generation Omeka site would not hinder but would more likely provide free promotion for
the women Beat writers’ books and could increase women Beat scholars citations by
undergraduate literature students usage.
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Using book cover art for the Women Writers of the Beat Generation serves two purposes.
First, the book cover art gives a visual representation of the work the student is researching.
Second, the visual representation of the book using its cover art gives historical representation of
the work set in a specific historical literary period. Both reasons fall under fair use since “the use
of the image should serve some instructional or educational purpose” (Hathcock). My Omeka
website is being created for the sole purpose of educating undergraduate students about the
women writers of the Beat Generation, and “teaching, scholarship, and research are favored
purposes and nonprofit educational purpose also favors fair use” (How Does Fair Use Work for
Book Covers, Album Covers, and Movie Posters?). Credit for book cover art is housed inside the
metadata for each cover used on the Women Writers of the Beat Generation website under the
contributor field in the Dublin Core Schema. In the event I am challenged about using the book
cover art and am asked to remove the artwork, I will replace the book cover art with my own
designed graphic representations of each book cover, creating a copyright compliant image for
students to use as a resource in the special topics course.
The Digital Archive as a Resource for Undergraduate American Literature Students
Developing a digital archive of the women writers of the Beat Generation by producing
the tools to advance the knowledge of their work is a valuable primary resource for students in a
special topics American Literature or Women’s Studies course. Creating a single digital space to
research the primary texts of the women writers of the Beat Generation elevates the women’s
prominence in the Beat literary canon. While no longer hidden or marginalized in scholarship, it
is still necessary to increase their relevance for undergraduate American literature and Women’s
Studies students; therefore, curriculum centered around the published texts of the women Beat
writers is developed. Much scholarship done in the 1990s and early 2000s brought the women’s
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work to the forefront, but now they need a new direct focus to allow more students to discover
the women’s work. Creating a digital space provides this focus towards easy access to a digital
bibliography of their work that can be searched across themes. As explained earlier, searching
across themes in the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka website allows students to
stay focused on a topic by accessing records of Beat women texts that highlight these themes.
Students can spend more time reading and learning about the women Beats rather than simply
searching for them in a university library or on the Internet. The Women Writers of the Beat
Generation Omeka website also allows users to access literary criticism about the women Beat
writers by accessing a Zotero list of research sources. In these current times of online and hybrid
learning, the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka website allows students to do the
needed research for projects highlighted in the curriculum in Appendix B.
Outreach
An outreach campaign was constructed to advertise this academic resource to all college
literature programs. Starting with the Modern Language Association (MLA) and reaching their
members, a press release was drafted and released through MLA Forums. Chosen forums
include:
•

CLCS 20th- and 21st-Century (D004)

•

LLC 20th- and 21st-Century American (D020)

•

TC Women’s and Gender Studies (D006)

•

TC History and Literature (G216)

•

GS Poetry and Poetics (D011)

An electronic press release was sent to The Beat Studies Association and a social media
campaign can start on their Facebook page along with the Women Writers of the Beat
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Generation Facebook page while also being reiterated through the development of a Twitter bot
to advertise the materials.
Conclusion
The Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka website can be used as a primary
resource for undergraduate American literature students and the creation of a single digital space
to research the work of these women writers elevates the women’s prominence in the Beat
literary canon. While no longer a footnote in Beat Generation scholarship itself, my curriculum
was developed for undergraduate American literature and Women’s Studies students, who have
less exposure to these women’s work. While scholarship done in the past brought the women’s
work to the forefront, now students have a new lane to discover the women Beat’s work through
the development of this Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka website. This chapter
explained and demonstrated how the interface, digital database, metadata, and the Omeka
website was developed as a primary resource to assist undergraduate American literature
students studying the women writers of the Beat Generation.
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CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSION
The main focus of my research is the work of the women writers of the Beat Generation
and the creation of a special topics course with a primary digital resource. Using the writings of
the women Beats as an area of study for a special topic literature or Women’s Studies course can
provide students with a range of explorations of women’s writing during and after post-World
War II America by investigating their lives in this particular sociopolitical time to help students
discover and engage with these women’s unique perspectives. The women Beat texts illustrate
how, for many post-World War II middle class American women, pressure to adhere to
prescribed gender roles was not what they wanted. Providing a look into the lives of the women
Beats give insights into how women’s rights were still changing, and that history did not simply
jump to the late 1960s women’s liberation movement. The women Beats were the bridge to what
modern women were seeking. This period saw many changes in terms of women’s roles as they
challenged the mid-20th century societal constructs. My research examines these women Beat
writers by focusing on their distinct women’s discourse in their texts and how their voices
challenged the patriarchally-driven canon of Beat Generation writers.
The re-emergence and re-discovery of the women writers of the Beat Generation by
Nancy M. Grace, Ronna Johnson, Amy Friedman, Brenda Knight and others created a pathway
to rethinking Beat Generation literary history and the obstacles these women confronted when
creating and publishing their creative works therefore taking students beyond the “boys club” list
of writers typically taught in college literature classes. By studying the women Beats, students
discover the obstacles these women confronted when creating and publishing their creative
works. As Veronica Alfano in “Grandmothers in the Archive: Three Digital Collection of
Women’s Writing” reiterates, “by calling attention to the sheer number of women authors who
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have yet to be studied in depth, such databases can alter how feminist literary history – and,
indeed, literary history more generally — is written and taught” (Alfano 364).
What became the driving force behind my research was to demonstrate how a piece of literary
history was missing in terms of Beat Generation literature and that the flame lit by these women
Beat scholars needed to be reignited in terms of expanding access to women Beat study and
scholarship for undergraduates, using digital tools. To accomplish this task, my research focuses
on magnifying the Beat Generation literary canon beyond the male Beats by creating a digital
space for the works of the women writers of the Beat Generation to reside.
Using the open-source digital tool Omeka increases access to the published women Beat
texts. The Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka website can be used as a primary
resource for undergraduate American literature students and the creation of a single digital space
to research the work of these women writers. As a result, the use of this digital tool can elevate
the women’s prominence in the Beat literary canon while students learn about the circumstances
they had to overcome to get published. While they are no longer a postscript in Beat Generation
scholarship, they often are in the undergraduate curriculum, and my digital tool along with
curriculum I developed for undergraduate American literature and Women’s Studies students
expands the general notion of Beat Generation writers usually covered in literature survey
courses and exposes students to these women’s texts. This course is intentional and inclusive by
incorporating diverse perspectives of the women’s experiences by elevating their voices in terms
of prescribed gender roles, parental expectations, motherhood, race, marginalization, and gender
identity. The unique lens created by the study of the women Beat writers brings new viewpoints
to alternative roles for mid-20th century women. Women Beat voices deserve to be continually
heard and they deserve their own space residing in a digital realm that affords students the ease
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of access to their work. By creating my course with the companion digital project, a new
generation of college students can be exposed to the writings of the women Beats. While
scholarship done in the past brought the women’s work to the forefront, now students have a
fresh passageway to discover the women Beat’s work through the development of this Women
Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka website and the focused curriculum. By learning about
the women Beats’ struggles to be heard, students get a new perspective beyond the stereotypical
media portrayal of mid-20th century women.
As a way of concluding, I want to reiterate the importance of this feminist digital
humanities project along with what I accomplished during the creation of the Women Beats
Omeka website and discusses how the interface, digital database, metadata, and the Omeka
website operate as a primary resource to assist undergraduate students studying the women
writers of the Beat Generation. Using Omeka, this project’s website is a single searchable space
to research the work of the women Beat writers, elevating the women’s prominence in the Beat
literary canon. I created a digital bibliography that houses metadata about the women Beat texts
that allow for easy searchability through tags in a sustainable/relational space, giving both public
and academic audiences the ability to explore the work of the women writers of the Beat
Generation. The digital space I created is sustainable by allowing for the updating of any data by
adding in new editions of women Beat writing and it is also relational in that the tags added to
the metadata allow a student to link different women Beat texts together. The purpose of my
research is to reinvigorate the critical tradition of the women writers of the Beat Generation
scholarship and further expand the feminist treatment of the period while pointing out how
writing by women Beat writers reveals a distinct women’s discourse to an undergraduate
audience.
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Making the study of the women Beats easily accessible through my Omeka site gives
students directed research abilities that are more precise than a general Google or library
database search. In Introduction to Open Educational Resources, Abbey Elder emphasizes,
“when you choose to share course materials openly, you are providing students with the
opportunity to engage with your content before, during, and after your course. Because OER are
always free to access online, students who are interested in taking a course you teach can read up
on the course ahead of time and ensure that they are ready and interested in the material” (Elder).
Since the Omeka site focuses solely on the women Beats’ texts, which are easily searchable by
tags, students can spend more time with the texts than searching for them and trying to make
connections between them. As a result, the use of this digital tool can elevate the women’s
prominence in the Beat literary canon by directed focus on the women Beat writings and their
place in literary history. While no longer a postscript in Beat Generation scholarship, my digital
tool along with curriculum I developed for undergraduate American literature and Women’s
Studies students expands the general notion of Beat Generation writers usually covered in
literature survey courses and exposes students to these women’s texts.
With a specific emphasis on the women Beat writers and their work, a model was
presented for how students could research the women Beat texts in a special topics course for
undergraduate American Literature or Women’s Studies students, examining across literary
themes using tags I developed. When Beat Generation literature is taught in American literature
survey classes, predictably course curriculum focuses predominantly on the men Beat writers,
and a few may touch on one or two of the women writers who were writing in a Beat aesthetic
right alongside them. Inadequate treatment of the women Beats in the classroom is improved by
the creation of this special topics course along with my developed digital resource. Primarily, the
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special topics course I created is meant to perpetuate a deeper depiction of Beat Generation
literary history by giving a more prominent voice to the women Beat writers. This course is
important because it fills in the missing gap in Beat literary history and provides a space for the
earlier scholarship on women Beats to continue. Understanding how an entire group of women
writers have been mostly disregarded in Beat Generation literary history is an important topic in
terms of women writers’ marginalization due to societal constructs of post-World War II
America. This focused undergraduate literature course examining texts of the women writers of
the Beat Generation creates an inclusive literary space for the women Beats. Tying literary
research and their writings provides undergraduate literature and women’s studies students with
a deeper picture of women’s “place” in 1950s and early 1960s America and provides context of
the cultural influences and family dynamics of the period highlighting the changing roles of
women.
When I presented my research and digital project at the Florida College English
Association conference in October 2021, I became more aware of how many English teachers
were not aware of the women Beat writers and their contribution to literary history. Over the
years, this type of insight about the women Beats has pushed me to promote the writings of the
women Beats and the previous scholarship done on them, which led to this research and
development of the digital tool that is the foundation of my project. I believe my project can
create a bridge to further research on the women Beats and provide a foundation to continue the
work of earlier women Beat scholars.
In order to make a workable, easy-to-use digital tool that can provide students with easy
access to women Beat writings and early scholarship about them, I developed my digital project
using specific themes to guide the study of these texts, and I demonstrated how the women Beat
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writers covered in chapter two can be read through literary concepts like marginalization,
domesticity, race, and more. Creating a foundation of these concepts as starting points for
writings from each of the women Beat writers, I showed how these texts are intertwined to
demonstrate how students can develop a deeper understanding of the struggles these women
experienced to be creatives on their own terms.
The proposed undergraduate course centering on the writings of the women Beats
provides context to students along with the opportunity to learn about the changing roles of
women in the period of post-World War II American history. The digital space produced for this
dissertation provides undergraduate students with a searchable, digital bibliography of all
published texts of the women Beat writers created in Omeka along with a link to a Zotero
bibliography of women Beat writers’ scholarship. By concentrating on undergraduate students
who have already completed an American Literature survey course and an introduction to
literary theory course, my proposed curriculum builds upon their earlier knowledge by
considering the women Beat texts through the themes that my comparative analysis uncovered.
Therefore, this special topic course should be made available to undergraduate students as a
foundation for the close study of women Beat texts and what a broader understanding can be
gained from elevating their texts through this special topic course. By learning about the writers’
personal histories and how their place alongside the men Beats is important, students develop a
broader sense of Beat Generation literary history.
The digital component of this project, the Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka
website, places all published works by the woman Beat writers into one digital bibliography
allowing students to connect the published texts of Diane di Prima, Anne Waldman, Elise
Cowen, Joyce Johnson, Hettie Jones, Lenore Kandel, Joanne Kyger, Janine Pommy Vega, and
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ruth weiss by using tags to search across developed themes or as list of a single author’s
publishing history. This digital space helps undergraduates appreciate the importance of these
writers by providing a broad view of their texts and the connections between them. My project
highlights the historical and literary considerations of these women’s writing for inclusion in this
undergraduate American literature courses by allowing undergraduate students to examine a
large bibliography of their writings, from poetry to fiction and memoir. My digital bibliography
provides students with an additional perspective of the Beat Generation through the women’s
discourse as outsiders and participants and offers students a valuable compilation of primary
sources. Through research of the women Beat writers publishing history, I developed a database
of their texts using metadata to help students search the women Beat texts by author and themes
using tags that connect the texts. The database and metadata constructed the Women Writers of
the Beat Generation Omeka website that can be used as a resource for the undergraduate special
topics course.
Not everything I wished to create was accomplished. What I did not complete was a full
database of all the women writers of the Beat Generation texts. While developing the working
prototype for the digital project portion of this dissertation, I chose to focus on ten individual
women Beat authors and getting, at the minimum, one text of each of the women Beat writers I
chose to highlight for my project into the searchable database which I then imported into Omeka.
I chose these specific women Beat writers due to my familiarity with their work and my previous
scholarship about their texts so that the database could serve as a proof of concept. In this way I
could focus on how the digital project would assist undergraduate literature or Women’s Studies
students by demonstrating how the searchable tags (themes) work. In the future I hope to
complete the full database and add in all the published texts of the women writers of the Beat
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Generation using Dublin Core. Then I can then input these remaining texts into the Omeka
website along with the searchable tags (themes) for each text.
To more fully understand how this curriculum and digital project can be used, I would do
focus group testing of the current curriculum and then update it per the feedback I get from my
target audience (undergraduate literature and Women’s Studies students and university literature
and Women’s Studies professors). After completion of the focus group testing, I will research
more about teaching undergraduate literature so I can fully develop curriculum based on my
initial syllabus for the Women Writers of the Beat Generation special topic course highlighted in
Appendix B.
Once assignments are completely designed and the syllabus and reading lists finished, I
will then advertise the finished curriculum and the companion Omeka website to college
literature and women’s studies teachers. When I presented on this project at the Florida College
English Conference in October 2021, many teachers who showed interest in the project said they
would like to be contacted when the project is completed. Starting with these attendees, the
promotional plan will be created to include other literature and English associations along with a
separate promotional campaign directed at Women’s Studies teachers. Using social media can
also be utilized in the promotional campaign. Developing a Twitter bot that can lead viewers to
the curriculum and Omeka website can broaden the audience. the complete syllabus, curriculum,
and Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka website will be offered free to any interested
teacher with the understanding that the curriculum can be revised to their teaching style. The
Women Writers of the Beat Generation website will also be advertised on the Women Writers of
the Beat Generation Facebook Group I manage so I can reach more audience members. What I
would like to eventually do after I complete the project is then hand off the administration of the
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Omeka website to an emerging Beat scholar and have that person add to or simply manage the
Omeka site to keep the exposure of the women Beat writers work relevant.
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APPENDIX A: WOMEN WRITERS OF THE BEAT GENERATION BIOGRAPHIES
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Elise Cowen
Elise Cowen was known for her work as a typist on Allen Ginsberg’s “Kaddish,” but she
was a well-crafted poet in her own right. Born into the upper-middle class on Long Island,
Cowen’s parents preferred the traditional role for their daughter, but Cowen had other plans. She
attended Barnard where she became involved with one of her professors and eventually became
friends with Joyce Johnson. Cowan met Ginsberg through her associations with Johnson and
some of the other male Beat writers, and in Ginsberg she thought she found her creative twin.
They dated briefly and it became obvious that he meant more to her than she did to him.
Cowen struggled with depression and ended her life by jumping through her parents’
closed seventh story window in 1962. Upon her death, her parents burned her manuscripts
thinking they were obscene with their homosexual overtures: “representations of lesbian and
bisexual desire in Cowen’s poetry are framed by cold war ideals of female creativity that limited
such desire to criminality” (Trigilio 129). She would have remained unpublished if her friend,
Leo Skir, had not been in possession of eighty-three poems and fragments.
Like the other women Beats writing at the time, her gender is what destabilized her
authority from the beginning. Ginsberg’s influence on her work is seen through her approach to
subjectivity and use of sacred language. She found through her poetry that she could express her
sexuality beyond the scope of 1950s white, middle-class norms. Cowen’s poetry is seeking the
authority to overcome the added burden of being a female writer striving to be heard but is
confined by the unsupportive men who surround her. Cowen’s texts have gone mostly
unrecognized by academia despite the access and influences that surrounded her and her work. In
her surviving texts, one can find where she does indeed have a place among the women Beat
writers. Tony Trigilio states: “critical reception of her work has been limited by the gender
politics of Beat literature and scholarship” (137). Looking past Cowen’s relationship with
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Ginsberg, one can mine her remaining texts and her biography to see her rightful place in Beat
scholarship.
Diane di Prima
Born in Brooklyn in 1934 to an Italian Catholic family, Diane di Prima began writing
poetry in elementary school. Writing became her passion throughout her time in the New York
school system. She was encouraged by her maternal grandfather, who “instilled in her at an early
age a love of art, music, and literature, especially that of Dante Alighieri” (Hemmer 70). After
two years at Swarthmore, she left college and moved to Manhattan’s Lower East Side to pursue
her writing career. After leaving college and living on her own, the reverberations of her decision
would continue to label her as a woman of loose morals. She states in her book, Recollections of
my Life as a Woman: The New York Years, “no woman lived alone in that world – or in my
parents world for that matter — unless she were a whore” (di Prima, Recollections 104).
In 1953, di Prima began some correspondence with poet Ezra Pound who became a
source of inspiration for her writing and her craft. Other creative influences on her writing
included Lawrence Ferlinghetti and Allen Ginsberg. Di Prima's first poetry collection was
published by Totem Press in 1958. Titled This Kind of Bird Flies Backward, her poetry in this
collection is strongly influenced by Keats and Pound. According to Grace and Johnson in
Breaking the Rule of Cool: Interviewing and Reading Women Beat Writers, “Di Prima’s poetics
has consistently relied upon the felt sense of language, the spontaneous creation, and the need to
seek new sources of imaginative stimulation” (Grace, Breaking 83-84). Her next collection,
Dinners and Nightmares was published in 1961 and provides glimpses into her early life as a
poet living on her own in New York City. She also that year, self-published with Leroi Jones The
Floating Bear, a literary magazine of their own poetry along with writings by Jack Kerouac,
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Gregory Corso, Allen Ginsberg, and William S. Burroughs. In 1961, di Prima and Jones were
arrested for obscenity in The Floating Bear number 9, of one of William S. Burroughs’s texts
called "Roosevelt after Inauguration.” Di Prima continued publishing The Floating Bear until
1969. Di Prima also founded two publishing companies, The Poets Press and Eidolon Editions.
Along with her first husband, she “co-founded the New York Poets Theatre and the Poets Press”
(Hemmer 71). Di Prima also taught creative writing at Naropa, the New College of California,
California College of Arts and Crafts, and the San Francisco Art Institute. Her writings reflect
the political and activist upheavals of the 1950s, 60s and 70s.
Probably the most well-known of the women Beat writers, di Prima understood the male
energy of the Beat men and was not out to compete for a piece of the spotlight. As she reiterates
in her memoir, Recollections of My Life as a Woman, “I realize that there truly was this
determinedly male community of writers around me in the 50s. This is the thing I am constantly
questioned about, as in: ‘how did you survive it? Where were the women?’ There truly was this
male cabal: self-satisfied, competitive, glorying in small claims. Stance of ‘a man is what he
does’ (Charles Olson). Or “there’s a time a man has to do what he has to do, John Wayne, etc.
High Noon on the streets of literary life” (di Prima, Recollections 107). For her, the work was
part of her soul and being a writer was who she had to be. Being creative meant to always be in a
state of transformation in order to grow as a writer. The writing was something she had to do
because she couldn’t not do it. Di Prima has published more than thirty books. Diane di Prima
died in San Francisco on October 25, 2020. She was 86 years old.
Brenda Fraser (Bonnie Bremser)
Born in Washington, D.C. in 1939, Brenda Fraser graduated from Princeton High School
and later attended Sweet Briar College. It was there that she met and married jazz Beat poet Ray
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Bremser in 1959 and had a daughter, Rachel. Frazer changed her name to Bonnie Bremser after
marrying Ray and it was her life with Bremser that became the foundation of her book, Troia
Mexican Memoirs. The couple and their daughter moved to Mexico and to support herself, her
husband and their daughter, Bonnie turned to panhandling and prostitution with Ray acting as
her pimp. In her memoir, Troia, she reveals how her life revolved around supporting her
husband’s creative career through any means necessary including giving up their daughter for
adoption. Ray Bremser had an immense influence on young Brenda/Bonnie: “his patriotism,
presented in lawyer truth, moved me. His actions inspired me to quit school and give thought to
the shameful corrupting influence of capitalism The Beat movement provided me with a husband
and a rationale” (Knight 270). They later divorced in 1973 and she changed her name back to
Brenda Frazer.
Joyce Johnson
Joyce Johnson, born Joyce Glassman to Jewish parents in New York City in 1935, started
her creative path as a child actor and musician. According to Kurt Hemmer, “while in high
school, she managed to compose three full-length musical comedies” (Hemmer 158). Johnson
attended Barnard College in 1951 when she was sixteen, and it was there she met fellow writer
Elise Cowen. At nineteen, she left home and landed her first job in publishing as a secretary in
the literary agency Curtis Brown and begun work on her first novel, Come and Join the Dance.
In 1956, she enrolled in a novel workshop at the New School, taught by the editor Hiram Haydn,
who bought her book for Random House the following year based on its first fifty pages. In early
1957, Johnson met Jack Kerouac on a blind date arranged by Allen Ginsberg. Her novel about
the Beat Generation, Come and Join the Dance, was published in 1962. In 1981, she wrote her
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memoir, Minor Characters, about her coming of age in the 1950s along with her involvement
with Kerouac and the Beat writers.
Hettie Jones
Hettie Jones was born Hettie Cohen on June 15, 1934, in Brooklyn, New York, to a
Jewish family. Jones attended Mary Washington College before going on to earn a BA in Drama
from the University of Virginia and pursue postgraduate work at Columbia University. After
graduating from college and returning to New York, Jones married LeRoi Jones (now Amiri
Baraka). Her family disowned her for marrying a black man, and the couple was sometimes
harassed in public for being an interracial couple. In 1957, Hettie and LeRoi founded the literary
magazine Yugen, and launched the publication house Totem Press publishing works by Allen
Ginsberg, Charles Olson, and Jack Kerouac. Jones and Baraka eventually divorced. Jones
authored twenty-three books for children and adults include her memoir of the Beat scene, How I
Became Hettie Jones; the poetry collection Drive, which won the Poetry Society of America’s
Norma Farber Award; Big Star Fallin’ Mama, Five Women in Black Music, honored by the New
York Public Library; and No Woman No Cry, a memoir she authored for Bob Marley’s widow,
Rita. Jones has published in journals such as The Village Voice, Global City Review and
Ploughshares.
Lenore Kandel
Born in New York City in 1932, Lenore Kandel moved and was raised in Los Angeles,
California. According to Brenda Knight, “by the age of twelve, Lenore had decided to become a
Buddhist and starting writing” (279). By 1959, she had three poetry collections published. The
next year, she moved to San Francisco where she met poets Lew Welch and Gary Snyder. She
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met poet Diane di Prima and later like di Prima she became part of the Diggers, a 1960s
counterculture performance artists group that were active in the Haight Ashbury section of San
Francisco. Di Prima, Welch, and Jack Kerouac inspired her work. Published in 1965, her poetry
collection, The Love Book, caused controversy right from the outset. Deemed by authorities as
pornographic, staff of both City Light Books in San Francisco and the Psychedelic Book Shop in
Haight-Ashbury were arresting for pandering obscene materials. Kandel defended her book as
her way of expressing religious acts through sex. The verdict in the trial was guilty and the book
deemed obscene. In 1974, the verdict was overturned in federal court. Lenore Kandel died on
October 18, 2009.
Joanne Kyger
Joanne Kyger was born in Vallejo, California in 1934. Kyger studied at the University of
California, Santa Barbara but moved to San Francisco before completing her degree. In 1960,
she married writer Gary Snyder. She lived with Snyder in Japan and also traveled to India.
Influenced by Zen Buddhism, her writings reflect daily mindfulness and landscape imagery. She
is the author of more than 30 books of prose and poetry including The Tapestry and the
Web (1965), All This Every Day, The Wonderful Focus of You (1979), Going On: Selected
Poems 1958-1980 (1983), Just Space, poems 1979-1989 (1991), Again: Poems 19892000 (2001), As Ever: Selected Poems (2002), and About Now: Collected Poems (2007) and the
prose collection Strange Big Moon: Japan and India Journals 1960-1964 (1981). Kyger died in
Bolinas, California in 2017.
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Janine Pommy Vega
Born in New Jersey in 1942, Pommy Vega always considered herself a writer. Upon
graduating high school, she moved to New York City and became involved in the Beat scene
when she met Peter Orlovsky, Allen Ginsberg, and Herbert Hunke. She would become
roommates with fellow writer Elise Cowen. In 1962 she met and married Peruvian painter
Fernando Vega and traveled with him across Europe and the Middle East until his unexpected
death from a heart attack in 1965. Pommy Vega’s first book of poetry, Poems to Fernando, was
published by City Light Books in 1968. According to Nancy M. Grace, to Pommy Vega
“language is the medium for change, an essential element undergirding her life as a teacher,
writer, and soul-seeker” (Grace, Breaking 232). Pommy Vega published 20 books and spent
many years teaching prison inmates. Janine Pommy Vega died on December 23, 2010 at her
home in Woodstock, New York.
Anne Waldman
Born in Milville, New Jersey in 1945 and raised in the Greenwich Village neighborhood
of New York City, Anne Waldman was influenced by music and poetry at an early age. Through
her work with New York School with poets, painters, dancers, and artists, she met Beat poet
Allen Ginsberg. In 1965, she attended the Berkeley Poetry Conference, where the Outrider
voices she encountered inspired her to commit to poetry and to found Angel Hair, a small press
that published a magazine and many books. Waldman returned to New York and became
assistant director, and then director, of the St. Mark’s Church Poetry Project, a role she continued
for a decade and where she found support for her own work from poets such as Ted Berrigan,
Allen Ginsberg, Diane di Prima, and Kenneth Koch. In 1974, with Ginsberg, Waldman founded
the Jack Kerouac School of Disembodied Poetics at the Naropa Institute in Boulder, Colorado
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(Anne Waldman) where she still serves as a member of their core faculty. As a protégé of Allen
Ginsberg, Waldman’s creative style as poet-performer was a poetics beyond gender since she
“always found encouragement, support, and inspiration from her male mentors and
contemporaries” (Knight 290). Influenced by jazz and Buddhism, Waldman embodied
experimentation in her poetic form and she was “trying to discover a way beyond the onus of
patriarchy and male dominance” (Grace 268). In an interview with Ronna Johnson, Waldman
proclaims that the book is “a female proclamation, reclaiming the body, and being Everywoman”
(Grace, Breaking 269). In “From Revolution to Creation: Beat Desire and Body Poetics in Anne
Waldman’s Poetry,” Peter Puchek states that Waldman demythologizes the Beat aesthetic
“committing herself to its individuality of outsider-within-a-group but not to its figure of the
heroic male hipster/tortured artist” (231). Like Diane di Prima, Waldman challenged the role of
women, not only in normative society but also in the rightful place as respected writers of Beat
literature. Waldman’s style “reflects visceral needs to write in accordance with the aesthetic
models of her Beat progenitors” (Johnson, Ronna C. Black 227), yet she committed her poetics
to her own individuality as a “timeless seeker” (Johnson, Ronna C. Black 241) while challenging
gender norms and pursuing personal freedoms.
ruth weiss
Born in 1928 to Jewish parents in Berlin, Germany, weiss and her family fled the Nazis
and eventually arrived in New York in 1939. As a young adult she moved to California and
started jazz poetry readings at The Cellar in North Beach, a West Coast Beat enclave. From an
early age, she knew she was a poet. In her interview with Nancy Grace, weiss reveals that she
wrote her first poem “at age five in the German language and I always knew I was a poet”
(Grace, Breaking 61). Along with writing poetry, weiss authored plays, developed films and was
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a painter. She was a poet who often read with jazz musicians and she “grounds her poetics in the
interplay of contrived form and spontaneous production, both in the act of constructing the text
and in public performance” (Grace, Breaking 55). She published more than 19 books before she
died in July 2020.
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APPENDIX B: WOMEN WRITERS OF THE BEAT GENERATION
CURRICULUM AND SYLLABUS
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A special topics course for undergraduate literature or Women’s Studies students can
provide them with a deeper understanding of Beat Generation literature and present a clearer
picture of creative women in post-World War II America. A special topic course on the women
writers of the Beat Generation fills in the missing piece of the Beat Generation literary puzzle
since most American Literature survey courses rarely mention the women Beat writers.
Regarding current Beat teaching, Nancy M. Grace concurs: “numerous syllabi appear online,
demonstrating the various directions Beat courses have taken since then. Some highlight
Kerouac, Ginsberg, and Burroughs, others concentrate on the road tale, culture wars, art history,
music, film, or women writers and writers of color” (4).
Finding ways to reach students and have them engage in the writings of the women
writers of the Beat Generation involves deeper explorations into American history as well as the
women’s texts. Creating contexts for understanding the literary concepts these writings covered
involved understanding what was happening around these women and how they developed their
craft. According to Nancy M. Grace in The Beats: A Teaching Companion, “Beat writing
continues to influence conceptions of the post-World War II era in addition to future literary,
philosophical, spiritual, and political directions” (2). Therefore, comprehension of post-World
War II America and what that space entailed for women who mostly defied prescribed gender
roles can be explored through many of the women’s texts and demonstrates how the women’s
writing contributes to the Beat Generation literary canon:
women Beat writers have been in the unusual and provocative situation of being
the agents of their own recovery, writing themselves into Beat and postwar
literary history through a spate of memoirs that records theirs claims to Beat
culture, writing and ethics. The writers’ advancement of their own recovery is a
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self-reflexive phenomenon, a protofeminist act of subjectivity. (Grace, Breaking
3-4)
In the Women Writers of the Beat Generation special topic course students are exposed to a
multifaceted curriculum based on the women Beat texts grounded in themes of feminism,
domesticity, motherhood, ethnicity, race, gender, identity, prescribed gender roles and historical
backgrounds in post-World War II America.
Grace claims: “Beat literature remains culturally relevant, and it is the responsibility of
the scholars and educators to illuminate that relevance and provide opportunities for students to
determine how they may want to integrate this knowledge into their own lives. It is their
decision, but without such knowledge they are bereft of powerful social justice tools that have
long resided in the realm of the arts” (8). This cultural relevance for today’s students
demonstrates the missing piece of Beat Generation literary history. Grace states:
largely ignored until the 1982 publication of Joyce Johnson’s memoir Minor
Characters, the work of women writers associated with the Beat movement,
including di Prima, Johnson, Hettie Jones, Bonnie (Bremser) Fraser, Waldman,
and Joanne Kyger, serves as a forceful counter to Beat misogyny. With some Beat
writers disturbingly muted racism paradoxically mixed with an open desire for
equity across racial lines, readers also encounter the language of racist oppression
in texts praising the authentic self and individuals’ rights to create themselves,
while condemning white privilege. (8-9)
The readings for the course are assigned to the themes that coincide with the Women Writers of
the Beat Generation Omeka website. Graded assignments involved weekly annotated
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bibliographies, student-led discussions of the theme-based readings, group presentations, and
two major essays (one as a mid-term exam and the other as a final paper).
This course was developed to close the disconnect that occurs in the teaching of Beat
literature in American classrooms by leaving out the women Beat writers. According to Grace:
the integration of beat art into the US curriculum at the high school, secondary,
and post-secondary levels have a troubled history. Beat texts have been banned
from high school literature courses, ignored or marginalized and undergraduate
and graduate classes, overlooked in major scholarly journals and anthologies, and
discouraged as topics for dissertation work, the last leave in gaps in the very
academic structure that relies upon vetted scholars to train others in the field. (4)
Focusing this course curriculum on specific women Beat writings based on the themes developed
for the primary resource of the Omeka website provides a direct focus on these topics.
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Sample Syllabus

Creating A Reverberating Beat: The Women Writers of the Beat Generation
COURSE OBJECTIVES
This course is designed to examine women’s Beat Generation writing and expand connections of
women Beat literature themes of feminism, post-war America of the 1950s, prescribed gender
roles, motherhood, domesticity, marginalization, sexuality, and identity.
•

To read texts with careful attention

•

Recognize literary techniques within a text

•

Identify a literary text’s main themes and make reasonable assertions about their
meaning

•

To write clearly and organize content coherently

•

To edit writing so that it conforms to MLA standards

•

To use research to develop well-supported writing for assignments

•

To understand and implement literary theory

COURSE OUTCOMES
•

Clearly and accurately analyze literary texts and create connections between women
Beat texts and major themes for the course

•

Use critical thinking to conduct scholarly research to assist in problem-solving

•

Hone skills in analysis, interpretation, and research

•

Demonstrate knowledge of literary terms and demonstrate the ability to apply critical
theory to literary texts

REQUIRED TEXTS
•

Women of the Beat Generation – Brenda Knight

•

The Portable Beat Reader – Ann Charters

•

Come & Join the Dance – Joyce Johnson

•

Memoirs of a Beatnik – Diane di Prima

•

How I Became Hettie Jones – Hettie Jones

•

Fast Speaking Woman – Anne Waldman
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•

Girls Who Wore Black: Women Writing the Beat Generation – Ronna C. Johnson and
Nancy M. Grace

•

Breaking the Rule of Cool: Interviewing and Reading Women Beat Writers – Nancy
M. Grace and Ronna C. Johnson

ASSIGNMENTS
•

Group Discussion Leadership: Each student is assigned to lead a group discussion
each week. You will lead the discussion by preparing discussion questions.

•

Group Presentation: For this assignment, you will be paired with a colleague to
research and present a brief report with discussion questions on a theme and relevant
readings.

•

Essays: There will be 2 critical essays based on close readings according to themes.
One essay is a take-home midterm examine and the second is the final paper. Use the
Women Writers of the Beat Generation Omeka website to examine authors’ texts by
themes. In a minimum of 1000 words, present your analysis of the work/s under
discussion. In full grammatically correct sentences, formulate research questions,
explore core concepts, offer close readings of passages, and forge connections across
the readings. The final grade for each essay will be cumulative and based on your
critical thinking, writing, and knowledge of the literary and historical period.

COURSE SCHEDULE
Week 1: Beat Generation Introduction

•

Read: foreword and “Sisters, Saints, and Sibyls” in Women of the Beat Generation;
Read “Visions and Revisions of the Beat Generation” in Girls Who Wore Black:
Women Writing the Beat Generation; Read “Mapping Women Writers of the Beat
Generation” in Breaking the Rule of Cool: Interviewing and Reading Women Beat
Writers

•

Assignment: annotated bibliography of week’s readings
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Week 2: Post-World War II America

•

Read: “Being Present: Authenticity in Postwar America” Eric Mortenson

•

Assignment: annotated bibliography of week’s readings

Week 3: Prescribed Gender Roles

•

Read: chapters 1-4 in Come & Join the Dance – Joyce Johnson; chapters 1-6 in How I
Became Hettie Jones

•

Assignment: annotated bibliography of week’s readings

Week 4: Library Day
Week 5: Group Presentations
Week 6: Domesticity

•

Read: Joanne Kyger in Women of the Beat Generation pages 197-204; Diane di Prima
in The Portable Beat Reader pages 459-464

•

Assignment: annotated bibliography of week’s readings

Week 7: Motherhood

•

Read: Diane di Prima pages 359-369 in The Portable Beat Reader

•

Assignment: annotated bibliography of week’s readings

Week 8: Group Presentations
Week 9: Feminism

•

Read: Fast Speaking Woman – Anne Waldman; Elise Cowen in Women of the Beat
Generation pages 141-165

•

Assignment: annotated bibliography of week’s readings
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Week 10: Midterm Essay due
Week 11: Race/Ethnicity/Class/Marginalization

•

Read: chapter 10 in Memoirs of a Beatnik, Diane di Prima; chapters 9-12 in How I
Became Hettie Jones

•

Assignment: annotated bibliography of week’s readings

Week 12: Group Presentations
Week 13: Sexuality/Identity

•

Read: Kandel in Women of the Beat Generation, Diane di Prima in Memoirs of a
Beatnik chapters 11-14

•

Assignment: annotated bibliography of week’s readings

Week 14: Library Day
Week 15: Final Paper roundtables
Week 16: Final paper due
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